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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The dean of the University of
Kentucky's College of Law
stands by his decision to deny
tenure to a popular professor
who has the support of several stuclgrits and alumni.
Darlene Goring, one of three
black faculty members at the
college, was being considered
last month for tenure and promotion from assistant to associate professor. Goring specializes in property and real
estate law.
She said she was denied
tenure on the basis of "inadequate scholarship." She has
been at the college for six years.
"I believe, given the information of this case, I have made
the right decision," said law
school Dean Allan Vestal, who
is in his first year at the position.
The move has prompted 80
students to organize a petition
and letter-writing campaign in
support of Goring.
Students say more is at
stake than just Goring's fate.
"We are concerned about
how much the administration
really values teaching," said
James Cain, a third-year law
student. "Professor Goring is
truly committed to making sure
that we understand the law
and are able to apply it."
The students plan to circulate the petitions and write letters to UK Chancellor Elisabeth Zinser for the next several weeks:.

Officials want
parental consent
for body art
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — With
tattoos and body piercings
remaining a trend among
may
Paducah
teenagers.
become the first Kentucky city
to require parental consent for
children under 18 to get the
body art.
The "Body Art" ordinance,
which will get its second reading before the City Commission Tuesday, has drawn little
opposition and has been welcomed by parents.
Dona Parker is a parent of
a teen-age daughter. She said
the proposal was "a wonderful
idea.
"I think children act rashly
at times," Parker said. "How
are they going to feel when
they turn 80 and have this
weird body art?"
Paducah's proposed ordinance would require a signed.
notarized consent form delivered in person to the body art
shop by a parent or guardian,
with photo identification. It also
requires that body arts shops
obtain licenses.
Anita Travis of the state
Cabinet for Health Services
said she did not know of any
similar ordinances in other Kentucky cities. Although she said
a 1993 state law requires a
parent or guardian to accompany a juvenile getting a tattoo, but it does not address body
piercings.
Under the proposal, violators would be fined from $100
to $500 on the first conviction
and from $500 to $1,000 on
repeated offenses.

Bush, Gore marshal legal forces
MIAMI (AP) — After more
than a year of fierce campaigning, $3 billion in political spending and countless thousands of miles
traveled, the long road to the White
House detoured through a federal
courthouse.
Lawyers for Republican George
W. Bush want a judge to stop
ballot recounts by hand that could
determine who becomes president.
At a hearing Monday, lawyers
for Democrat Al Gore were expected to counter that the manual

recounts are proper under Florida concern that she might refuse to
certify results of the manual counts.
law.
With the presidential contest in Before the meeting adjourned,
overtime, both sides think the labo- Democratic party sources said Gore
rious, ballot-by-ballot inspections in is prepared to appeal her decision
heavily Democratic portions of all- if necessary.
U.S. District Judge Donald Midimportant Florida could favor Gore.
Meantime, Florida Secretary of dlebrooks, who was nominated to
State Katherine Harris, a Repub- the bench by President Clinton,
lican who campaigned for Bush, agreed to hear the Bush camp's
met Monday morning with William claim that the recounts are unconDaley and former secretary of state stitutional.
Television networks requested
Warren Christopher, two top Gore
advisers, as Democrats expressed cameras be allowed in the court-

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
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CALHOUN, Ky. (AP) — The
superintendent of the McLean
County school district hopes a plan
to randomly drug-test students who
drive to school sets a precedent
for others to follow.
"We know there will be some
errors, but we still think it's worth
the effort to pull this off," said
superintendent Earl Melloy. "We
hope to be the first to take the
step and be an example for not
only Kentucky, but the rest of the
nation."
Other schools in Kentucky, such
as Dayton High School in Campbell County and Lexington's Dunbar High School, have policies to
test athletes and students who participate in extracurricular activities.
McLean County would be the
first to attempt to test students
who drive to school.
"It's pretty much uncharted
ground," Melloy said. "A lot of
people will be upset. But I think
it's well worth the effort to try to
save kids from things they may

not realize will be detrimental to a committee, which will include
school personnel and members of
them in the future."
The proposal is only in its plan- the public, to look further into the
ning stages. It includes random issue. Preliminary discussions of the'
testing of athletes and students in proposal have centered on a poland icy that would provide help, instead
activities
extracurricular
excludes existing school employ- of punishment, for kids who test
ees, Melloy said. The district is positive.
Melloy envisions a two-pronged
also considering making it a part
of detection and deterstrategy
of the process for new hires.
Melloy said the schools have ring. The district is already using
not seen evidence of abundant drug drug-sniffing dogs in the schools.
use among students, but geogra- and any student actually caught with
phy threatens to make it a prob- drugs faces discipline ranging from
in-school suspension to expulsion.
lem. Melloy said.
McLean County is in the heart However, any student testing posof western Kentucky's growing itive on a drug test for the first
methamphetamine trade, which law time would not be disciplined. The
enforcement agents have said has test results would only be known
by the person reading the test and
reached a critical stage.
parents of the student.
the
of
microcosm
a
are
"Schools
The schdol system would then
society," Melloy said. "What you
resource
see in society, you will see in provide the parents with a
help
get
can
they
where
of
list
extent,
what
your schools. Now to
or what type of problem we have, for their child.
A similar policy failed a pubI don't know. But if you have
one kid with meth, it's a problem."
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the GOP that sued first.
The gist of the Republican claim
is that the hand recounts in only
four of Florida's 67 counties amount
to unequal treatment for some
Florida residents. The 14th Amendment guarantees all Americans
equal protection under the law.
Democrats filed court papers
Sunday night defending the constitutionality of Florida's manual
ballot law. Led by Harvard Uni-

II See Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Veterans of Foreign
Wars, local funeral homes and several agencies are working together to ensure all of Kentucky's 4,600 homeless
veterans receive a proper military funeral when they die.
"Many of these people have been forgotten. We want
to see they receive a dignified burial for what they've
given to their country," said Joe Humphrey, state services coordinator for the VFW.
Only two other U.S. cities, St. Louis and Kansas City.
have participated in the Homeless Veterans Burial Program. The program, created by veterans, is implemented
by Service Corporation International, a worldwide funeral-home and cemetery company. It owns 18 funeral homes
in Jefferson County and Southern Indiana.
The idea of the program is to identify veterans, which
can sometimes be a difficult process.
Robert Elliott, Serviee Corporation's- administfative -

11 See Page 2

McLean County ready to
set drug-test precedent

Tonight .Mostly clear. Low
around 30. West wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tuesday Partly cloudy. High
in the mid 40s.
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room, and the judge planned to
hear their arguments Monday morning.
On the ballot matter, the judge
will measure Bush's claims against
four legal tests before deciding
whether to step in. The toughest
test for the Texas governor appears
to be proving that voters would
suffer "irreparable harm" if the
counts go forward.
After chastising Democrats for
threatening a lawsuit over the unresolved presidential election, it was

Groups plan
funerals for
homeless vets
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Law students
come to aid
of professor
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EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & TImes photo
'TIS THE SEASON.. Shoppers got a jump on the holiday season Saturday morning as
the Humane Society of Calloway County hosted its annual Christmas bazaar at the
Calloway County Public Library.

1

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
SHOW ME THE MONEY...Don HellKamp prepares to give
Habitat for Humanity volunteer Michael Basile a donation during the organization's pancake breakfast held at
Rudy's Restaurant Saturday morning. The new Habitat
house is currently under construction on South 10th
Street.

Commission to
rule on increase
in postage rates
WASHINGTON (Al') — Americans are about to find out whether
they will be paying more to mail a letter next year. A penny increase
was in prospect.
After months of studying reports and listening to arguments. the
independent Postal Rate Commission planned to announce its decision
Monday on the Postal Service's request for higher rates.
The post office wants changes in most classes of mail, including
a one-cent boost to 34 cents in the cost of sending a first-class letter.
The last rate increase took place on Jan. 10, 1999, with first-class
stamps also rising a penny.
Once approved, the post office's Board of Governors would decide
when to implement the new rates. It has been considering Jan. 7,
after the holiday mail rush.
Because it takes so long to print the billions of stamps needed
when new rates take effect, the Postal Service already has interim
stamps in the works.
In the past, those changeover stamps carried letter designations. A
through H, but that practice has been discontinued.
The next first-class non-denominated stamp is likely to go on sale
before the end of the year to allow people to stock up for the change.
It will carry a picture of the Statue of Liberty.
Linn's Stamp News, the weekly magazine for stamp collectors,
reports that other non-denominated stamps in preparation include four
issues showing flowers, a postcard-rate stamp featuring a bust of
George Washington, a Priority Rate stamp showing the Capitol dome
and an Express Mail stamp with an image of the Washington Monument.
The proposed increases average about 6 percent over all classes of
mail.

II See Page 2
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• Bush

versity law professor Laurence
Tribe, party lawyers also said
Bush's complaint threatens Florida's right to run its own elections.
Under Florida law, manual
recounts are allowed if a candidate meets a post-election deadline to request them and the local
election board agrees.
The Bush camp argues that hand
recounts are a sort of third election — after the regular Nov. 7
voting and an automated recount
that took place last week.
"Counting these same ballots
again and again will not produce
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a more accurate result, only more,
delay and confusion," Bush and running mate Dick Cheney charged
in the suit filed Saturday.
The suit names election officials in Miami-Dade, Volusia,
Broward and Palm Beach counties.
If Bush fails in court, senior
strategists say he may seek his
own recounts in some GOP-dominated Florida counties. Bush also
could demand recounts in closevoting states won by Gore, such
as Iowa, Wisconsin, Oregon — or
too-close-to-call New Mexico.
A manual recount in heavily
Democratic
Broward
County
requested by Gore was to begin
Monday, and Miami-Dade officials
planned to meet Tuesday to consider a recount request there.
In Volusia County, the Daytona
Beach area, officials began a manual recount of all 184,018 ballots,
despite Bush's pending request to
stop it.
Republicans previewed their
court argument Sunday, warning
that the recounts expose Florida
to political mischief and human
error.

Former Secretary of State James
A. Baker III, who is leading the
Florida legal and public relations
effort for Bush, described the Florida standoff as "a black mark on
our democracy and on our process."
Warren Christopher, former secretary of state in the Clinton administration, portrayed vote recounts
as a small necessity of democracy.
"If at the end of the day, George

•Funerals

Bush has more votes in Florida
than we do, certainly the vice
president will concede," Christopher said.
• Christopher did not say when
the standoff might end — only
that resolution is likely within days
as opposed to weeks. He left open
the possibility that Democrats
would bring their own lawsuit if
recounting ends with Bush still
ahead.
The palm trees and high rises
of downtown Miami are backdrop
for the unprecedented political and
historical drama playing out nearly a week after America thought
it would elect its next president.
Updated voting figures in Florida gave Bush a 288-vote margin
out of some 6 million votes cast.
Gore leads in the nationwide
popular vote, but the Electoral
College tally is so close that the
eventual winner in Florida is almost
certain to win the White House.
No final answer seemed likely
before Nov. 17, when Florida stops
counting ballots mailed in from
Americans living overseas.
Bush would have to win Oregon, Iowa, New Mexico and Wisconsin to claim the White House
without Florida — a long shot
given that Gore is leading by 5,000
or more votes in all those states
but New Mexico.
Apart from Florida, Bush carried 29 states for 246 electoral votes.
Gore, who added Oregon to his
column on Friday, counted 19
states plus the District of Columbia for 262 electoral votes, with
270 needed for victory.

•••

From Page 1
the burial, and marker.
manager in Louisville, said the identification will take place through
record-sharing by coroner's offices,
the Social Security Administration,
human-services departments and the
local VFW — and, if necessary,
the FBI's fingerprint file of veterans.
The participating funeral homes
will pay the expenses for the burial and VA will contribute a headstone and flag. The organization
expects between 12 and 24 burials a year, said Humphrey.
she program surpasses ,the VA
burial paeltigrillat tiatiatie Orovideg— a piot in a national- cemetery where available,-casket, vault,

From Page 1
lic challenge in Indiana.
Rushville Consolidated High
School in Indiana took a similar
policy to the 7th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, which the court upheld.
But the policy was later thrown
out in state court because interpretation of privacy laws are more
strict under the Indiana Constitution than the U.S. Constitution,
said Jeff Vessels, director of the
Kentucky American Civil Liberties Union.
Vessels said he has concerns
about the McLean County plan.
"Why do we want the government to be involved in the privacy issues of a family?" Vessels
said. "The ACLU's general position is that drug testing is unreasonable search and seizure. Parents have the right to test their
children. It's unclear why we want
schools to do that.
"It sends a bad message to our
young people that their basic rights
are expendable."

•Postage ...

"We are there to assist the
unwanted and unclaimed who
would wind up in a potter's field
or at the anatomical board (for
research)," said retired Army Maj.
Gen. Bill Branson of St. Louis, a
founder of the homeless burial
program.
John Diamond, who lives at
Wayside, served 22 years in the
Marines. Diamond said he would
rather be honored now than taken
care of at death, but he agreed
the program could be a step toward
helping vets who have _fallen on
hard times.

DAEWOO
of Murray

From Page 1
In addition to letters and post
cards, the Postal Service sought
significant rate increases for such
things as magazines and catalogs.
Magazine publishers called the
requested rate jump "devastating"
to their business.
The post office is required by
law to base its rates on the cost
of handling each type of mail;
when rate cases go before the rate
commission, hours are spent debating whether costs have been properly allocated.
Postmaster General William
Henderson has noted that the
planned 1-cent boost in first class
mail rates is below the rate of
inflation.
The post office had a $363 million profit in its 1999 fiscal year
but was expecting to lose money
in fiscal 2000, which ended Sept.
30. Final figures are scheduled to
be announced in December.
Unlike its commercial competitors, when the Postal Service
wants to raise prices it must seek
permission from the rate commission and provide detailed supporting
documents. The commission then
holds hearings and issues its decision; the process takes 10 months.
The Postal Service is a semiindependent federal agency. It does
not receive tax money for operations and is expected to make
enough money to break even over
time. The agency still carries a
$3.5 billion accumulated deficit,
built up over many years of operating in the red.
In recent years, the Postal Service had sought to delay rate
increases as long as possible; the
result was that when they did
occur, they were 3 or 4 cents.
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CRYSTAL RIVER, Fla. (AP)
— A flock of sandhill cranes, following a light plane piloted by a
man in a crane costume, finished a
monthlong 1,250-mile flight to
Florida on Saturday in an experiment intended to blaze a trail for a
gangly cousin — the endangered
whooping crane.
Eleven sand-colored teen-age
birds following a yellow-bellied ultra light swooped out of a cloudless
sky from 1,400 feet and glided to a
grassy landing in a vast Gulf Coast
preserve to winter in the Sunshine
State.
The success of the 39-day mission ended an $850,000 odyssey
from Wisconsin that made history
as the longest man-led bird migration in history, according to scientists.
"It is an absolutely miraculous
achievement," said John Christian,
assistant regional director of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana.
The catalyst for the project was
Operation Migration, started in
1994 by Canadian pilot Bill Lishman to teach abandoned and endangered birds safe migratory routes.
The 1996 movie "Fly Away Home"
was based on Lishman's experience.
"This is a day to remember,"
Lishman said Saturday after the
cranes arrived in Florida.
Now, the federal, state, local and
private agencies that worked on the
project will wait to see if the cranes
migrate back on their own to Necedah National Wildlife Refuge in
Wisconsin where they were
hatched and raised in captivity.
From initial observations, wildlife officials said they could be
ready to embark on a similar fiveyear migration project with the
stately, nearly extinct whooping
crane.
There are only 400 whooping
cranes in the world and only one
migratory flock in North America.
Establishing another migratory
flock is vital to the survival and recovery of one of the continent's
most endangered species, wildlife
experts say.
The whooper, a 5-foot tall white

Murray Fire Department
• One truck and two firefighters responded to an accident with injuries
on Highway 121 South past Murray Paris Road at 11:33 a.m. Saturday.
Firefighters assisted with the loading of one patient into an ambulance.
The Murray Police Department also worked the wreck, but no report was
available Monday morning.

Oil Change & Filter

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
FedEx Corp. is buying American
Freightways for $950 million in
cash and stock, a move that would
expand FedEx's next-day ground
freight delivery services.
FedEx is to exchange $28.13 in
cash and stock for each American
Freightways share and will also assume $250 million in debt in the
deal, announced Monday.
The offer is 61 percent higher
than American Freightways' close

1102 Chestnut St.• Murray • 759-8100
(across from Wendy's)
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of $17.50 a share Friday on the
Nasdaq Stock Market.
Harrison, Ark.-based American
Freightways is the fourth-largest
company specializing in shipments
of less than a truckload, generally
carrying freight from several companies on the same truck,
FedEx, based in Memphis,
Tenn., already owns Viking
Freight, which also specializes in
moving partial truckloads.

Winning lottery ticket
sold at Oak Grove store
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
lone winning ticket in the $9.2 million Lotto Kentucky drawing Saturday night was sold at a convenience
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bird with a red crown and black
wing tips travels in smaller groups
than the sandhill and is more fickle
and temperamental.
For the project, managers had to
figure out a way to keep the sandhill flock wild. They found an
easy solution; they joined it. Anyone with contact had to wear a
crane suit, even the pilots. Hand
puppets that looked like cranes
were used to feed the chicks and
show them how to forage.
Scientists even got the birds
used to the sound of the airplane.
When it was time to travel, pilots lifted off in three hang glidertype craft dressed in gray robe-like
costumes with cloth-covered helmets.
One plane led, another brought
up the rear and corralled strays and
the third scouted landing sites.
The birds heard no human
voices. To mimic mom's signals a
digital device was used to make
sounds ranging from croaking to
purring that only the cranes understood.
The caravan flew through Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee and Georgia before
landing at the St. Martins Marsh
Aquatic Preserve Complex, about
90 miles northwest of Tampa.
They battled rain, headwinds
and the loss of two cranes en route
— scientists speculate one crane
died when it was spooked by something, jumped up and broke its
neck; another flew off with a wild
flock of birds.
Pilot Joe Duff said the group
traveled as much as 70 miles a day,
averaging 50 mph.
The last 68-mile leg took an
hour and 23 minutes. Twice the
birds broke ranks before they
glided in formation over stands of
moss-draped oaks.
At night, the Jbirds have been
kept in a pen the ground crew carts
along in a trailer and assembles at
each site. Gradually, managers will
ease the birds out of the pen into
the wild.
Their human handlers have
shown the cranes the migration
route one way. It will be up to the
_cranes ,to yeturn north in February
or March on their own.
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Cranes blaze new route to
save endangered cousins
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store along the Tennessee border, a
lottery official said Monday.
The ticket was purchased at
Pal's Shop Ezy in Oak Grove, near
the Fort Campbell army post, said
Kentucky lottery spokeswoman
Jennifer Cunningham.
The winning ticketholder has
not yet stepped forward to claim
the prize, she said. The winner
chose the cash option, making the
prize worth $5.48 million, Cunningham said.
The winning numbers were 4,
13, 20, 28, 34 and 40.
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Violence intensifies in Israel
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EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo
LEADERS OF THE FUTURE...Students from 14 area
middle schools were at Murray State University's Curris Center Friday for a Junior Model Unite
d Nations Training activity sponsored
by the MSU Center for Gifted Studies. Pictured, the
delegation representing France debates
the pros and cons of a particular proposal.

Americans ponder impasse
(AP) - In his sermon a week
Some ministers, like the Rev.
ago, the Rev. Ron Crawford said Leonard Jackson of First Africa
n
a few words about the upcoming Methodist Episcopal Church
, the
election then tossed in this line: oldest black congregation in
Los
"Thank goodness," he told his Angeles, asked people to
pray.
parishioners, "it'll all be over Tues- Others alluded to the brouha
ha
day night."
indirectly.
On Sunday, the pastor of Col"Several ladies were just in
lege Park Baptist Church in Orlan- tears in the lobby and
concerned
do, Fla., had to admit his all-but- for the vulnerability
of our councertain prediction didn't come to try," said the Rev.
Don Burnett
pass, and he has a pretty good of the Bismarck
Baptist Church
idea why.
in North Dakota. "We prayed as
"Just when you think you know the scriptures have comma
nded us:
something, God has a way of Pray for those in
authority over
bringing you back to reality," he
us."
said.
Before morning services at First
In pulpits and pews around the United Methodist Church in
nation Sunday, American church- Phoenix, the election was still yen.;
goers and clergy took an oppor- much on people's minds."We'd like.
tunity to consider the strange series to see it finished," Earl Weeks
of events unfolding in their pub- said. "We'd better go in and pray
lic arena. For some, mulling the for everybody," he said as he and
rcirmectfon -between -the -affairs of - his -wife,- Janet, -entered the sancchurch and those of state. seemed tuary.
eminently appropriate..
Ip GtatibY, Conn:, the Rev. Clark
"Anything that's touching so Pfaff, pastor of Valley Brook Cornmany lives,arkappropriateitunen- _Immity,.,Chusch,--satil Ameri
can
non it, said Kathy Olson, 48, democracy suffered during the
past
attending services at Dundee Pres- week. "For years, we said we
had
byterian Church in Omaha, Neb. the best system in the world,
" he
"Prayer for this situation is cer- said. "Now we realize it's not
pertainly needed," said the Rev. Many fect — and it never can be,
because
Boller, pastor of the Father's House we're human."
Vineyard Christian Fellowship in
At the Cathedral of Sts. Peter
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
and Paul in Philadelphia, home of

the Archdiocese of Philadelphia,
Monsignor John J. Caulfield did
not address the topic in his morning sermon. "I think it's the Lord's
words that are important," he said
afterward.
At Dundee Presbyterian in
Omaha,high school English teacher
Steve Libedz was glad his minister didn't take sides. "I know there
are guys that are instructing their
congregations on how to vote,"
said Libedz, 48. "I just don't think
that has any place in the church."
Yet even clergy who made their
preferences clear counseled faith
in God.
"If God allows Gov. Bush to
be president, so be it," said the
Rev. A.J. Davis. sitting in his
office at Greater Ward Chapel
AME Church in Hallandale Beach,
Fla. "If God allows that,---there is
a reason and we are not to be
discouraged."
A Newsweek poll suggests
_Americans favor- -a-fair- and accu-rate outcome to simply a speedy
one. The poll, conducted Thursday and Friday, showed 72 percent of those interviewed felt it
was more important to make certain "all reasonable doubt" has
been removed; 25 percent wanted
it resolved as soon as possible.

WASHINGTON (AP) — If Pres- creating the conditions tor the estab"Israel is ready tor negotiations,
ident Clinton's latest effort to end lishment of a Palestinian
state in but not through dictates of force,"
Palestinian-Israeli clashes fails, disputed lands.
he said.
Israel believes the result could be
The Israeli official said that if
The Palestinians have demand"very, very negative," according a it appears that Arafat is
serious
senior Israeli official, and could pre- about his pledge to unilaterally ed a freeze on Jewish settlements
cipitate a unilateral separation from declare statehood before the end and the inclusion of Jordan, Egypt,
Russia, China and the United
the Palestinians.
of the year, Israel would unilater- Nations in
the peace process as a
Clinton met with Prime Minis- ally separate from the Palestinicondition to return to talks. Barak
ter Ehud Barak on Sunday night ans, and would assume control
of
amid concerns that the violence most — if not all — of Jewish rejected internationalizing the negotiations, saying that was coercive.
is intensifying. So far, almost 200 settlement areas.
Gilead Sher, a top aide to Barak,
people have been killed — the
The official said such a sepa- sugges
ted that Clinton still hoped
vast majority Palestinians.
ration would be a defensive step, to
get
the talks back on track
In recent days, the sides have and would not necessarily constibegun to target each other's troops tute an Israeli claim to those lands. before his presidency ends on Jan.
20.
in guerrilla style attacks, an escaThe United States has discour"We heard from President Clinlation that makes a settlement aged unilateral steps on both sides.
ton that he spoke with Palestinappear father away than ever.
Clinton and Barak met with their
Israeli officials traveling with aides for more than two hours, ian Authority Chairman Yasser
Barak said the Israelis did not and then met face-to-face for 20 Arafat on the dwindling amount
of time left to reach an agreehope for anything more than an minutes.
meta as Clinton's presidency draws
end to the violence as a result of
They shook hands after their
to
a close," Sher told Israel radio.
the latest talks — Clinton met meeting, and Clinton did not
with Palestinian leader Yasser address the press.
Arafat on Thursday — and said
In brief remarks, Barak made "We heard that he demanded that
it was not time yet for any for- it clear that the violence had to Arafat cut down the violence drasmal agreement.
end before he would return to tically and that he stop the shooting."
Barak spokesman Gadi Bal- talks.
tiansky refused even to use the
term "cease-fire," insisting instead
on an "end to violence."
Another Israeli official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity,
said a failure of the latest efforts
would be "very, very negative."
In recent days, the stakes have
been raised: Israel assassinated a
leading Palestinian gunman, and
Palestinian snipers have targeted
Israeli. soldiers. In another sign of
the intensification of the two months
of violence, gunfights have erupted in daytime; the battles had been
limited to the evening hours.
Israelis say the clashes have
Massage Therapy, Aromatherapy,
taken on the color of warfare, rejecting the Palestinian term — "inteEar Candling, Relaxing Para Fango Body
fadeh" — that characterized the
Wrap, Facial/Foot Spa Treatments
1987-93 Palestinian civil uprising
COMING SOON
that led Israel to accept Arafat as
Hot Stone Therapy & Steam Canopy
a negotiating partner.
"What we see now is really
Purchase 1 hr. massage & get 30
not an intefadeh," Foreign Minismin. for only $15. Eires
•
Margaret Johnson
ter Shlomo Ben-Ami told Israel
R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T
television. "When uniform-wearers are shooting uniform-wearers
I call it a war."
Dixieland Shopping Center • Call for appt. 270-75
3-0882
The clashes were sparked by
the .visit,...of the . hard-line._ leader
of the Israeli opposition, Ariel
Sharon, to a Jerusalem shrine holy 1111 DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?
to Muslims and Jews on Sept. 28.
Israel's insistence on sharing
Kumho • Michelin
rather tran -ccificedirig the "site —
Brid
gestone • Firestone
known as the Temple Mount to Jews
General • Goodyear
and the Noble Sanctuary to Muslims — broke up groundbreaking
talks at Camp David in July.
Clinton, who brokered those
talks, came closer than ever to
401 N. 4th St.
bringing the sides to an agree762-0000
ment on ending the conflict and

I wish to express my
sincere thanksfor your
vote — together we can
continue to move
Murray forward.
Tom Rushing

NEPDLINES

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Does Hillary want to run in 2008?
NEW YORK (AP) — When
Hillary Clinton was growing up,
she wrote to NASA about becoming an astronaut.. The letter back
said girls need not apply.
Clinton made it into the history books anyway, not as the first
female astronaut, but as the only
first lady to ever win elective
office.
Now the question is: Might she
someday become the first female
presidential candidate for a major
party?
"No," she declared at her first
post-election news conference."I'm
going to serve my six years as
junior senator from New York."
Of course, the first lady and
her husband are famous for choosing their words carefully. That "six
years" clause does not rule out
the possibility of a presidential
run in 2008, or even 2012, when
she will be 65.
But many experts think the
"Hillary haters" who fueled Sen-

ate opponent Rick Lazio's campaign
with $33 million would make it
impossible for her to do nation;
ally what she did here.
"I think it's unlikely she could
get elected president," said Nelson Warfield, a Republican consultant and Bob Dole's former
press secretary. "She's just such a
polarizing candidate. I think her
future is she becomes Ted Kennedy
in a pantsuit. She becomes a very
useful devil figure for the hard right.
And her celebrity starts to wane
as soon as she becomes one of
100."
Glenna Matthews, co-author of
"Running As a Woman," a book
about female politicians, agreed
that Clinton "probably is hated too
much" to become president. "But
who knows? I don't want to rule
out the possibility. She's too hardworking and has too impressive a
work ethic."
And even if Clinton never runs
for president, Matthews added,

"she's paving the way for the first
woman president."
Clinton has already started to
make her presence felt. On Friday, she proposed abolishing the
Electoral College. Considering that
she has not even been sworn in
yet, a proposal to amend the Constitution seemed like a relatively
bold way to launch her tenure.
On the other hand, with Vice
President Al Gore's future in doubt,
"clearly her national role is carved
out," said Lee Miringoff, who
heads the Marist Institute for Public Opinion in Poughkeepsie. "With
the Senate and House remaining
in Republican hands, she immediately emerges as the most prominent Democrat in the nation. If
she is not, it's unclear who pushes her - aside."
Kristi Andersen, who chairs the
political science department at Syracuse University's Maxwell School,
says it's too soon to predict Clinton's future.
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DEC.9 @ 8PM
DEC. 10 @ 3 PM
Featuring the
Paducah Symphony Chorus
Children's Chorus
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
Grou

rates available.

Ill BM!
Smits art. seIIi1U just!
(270)444-0065 (local)
(800)738-3727(long dist)

The Annual
Murray Lions Club
Radio Auction
November 14, 15 and 16 on
Murray Radio WNBS,1340 and
WRKY 1130. The auction will begin
each evening at 6:00 p.m.
Help the Lions Club help
Murray and Calloway County.
listen and call in your bids. All Oroceeds are used
to help local residents.

First Baptist Church
Murray, KY

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
Saturday, DECEMBER 2 • 7:00 PM
The Murray Christmas Festival - 2000 Sunday, DECEMBER 3 • 4:30 & 7:00 PM
(Please follow the numbered steps in order to handle your THE MURRAY CHRIS
TMAS FESTIVAL

free ticket reque,r

Name
Address
City
2.

Phone_
State

Circle

Zip

the day/date and time you wish to attend.

SATURDAY, December 2 At 7:00 PM
SUNDAY,December 3 At 4:30 PM
SUNDAY,December 3 At 7:00 PM
3.

Number of tickets requested (limit 10 per family please ,

4.

Include a self-addressed stamped envelope. If this envelope
is not
enclosed, then the tickets cannot be mailed.
Address request to: THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY,KY 42071

5.

Please send tickets to me for the other time if my
request time is unavailable.
Do not send me any tickets if my request time is not available

Reservation requests will be filled in the order in which they are recei
ved.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY. No telephone orders can be accep
ted.
If there are any problems in receiving tickets, please call 753-1854 betwe
en
the hours of 1000 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. after NOVEMBER 27!
Please order only those tickets which you require 10 that others may have the joy of

attending Thanks"

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
thoroughness of George W. Bush's
victory in Kentucky showed that
the Democrats' supposed advantage among voters is more perception than reality.
The gap in voter registration
may still be sizable — about 60
percent Democratic, 33 percent
Republican and 7 percent independent — but it also is misleading. The percentages simply
do not reflect how Kentuckians
vote.
Voters who were surveyed as
they left polling places on Tuesday were asked about party identification. Fewer than half said
they usually consider themselves
Democrats, and a quarter of those
said they had voted for Bush.
About two in five said they
consider themselves Republicans.
About 15 percent identified themselves as independents or something
else.
Voter News Service conducted
the exit poll among 1,128 Kentucky voters Tuesday. Results were
subject to sampling error of plus
or minus 4 percentage points for
all voters, higher for subgroups.
The poll's implication: Among
the 1.5 million Kentuckians who
actually voted — not some sampling of theoretical "likely" voters — self-described Democrats
were no more than a plurality, and
a fourth of them had deserted their
party's presidential nominee.
The Democratic base is no longer
bedrock. It is more like shifting
sand. Election Day numbers told
the story.
Bush got 56 percent of the vote
in Kentucky to Al Gore's 41 percent. Ralph Nader came in at about
2 percent. Pat Buchanan and all
the other fringe candidates failed
to register a piihe individually but
received about 10,000 votes collectively.

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

It was equally bad for Democrats in congressional races. Targeting three supposedly vulnerable House Republicans, the party
fielded three viable candidates —
Brian Roy, Eleanor Jordan and Scotty Baesler — and all were trounced.
"All the old rules are out the
window," said Jay Blanton, a Democratic consultant in Lexington. The
returns "indicate to me party identification doesn't mean what it
used to mean in terms of predicting results."
There are multiple reasons for
this, including the voter registration scheme itself, which is designed
to coerce people into one of the
two major parties.
The only choices are Democrat, Republican or "no party preference." Your allegiance may be
with one of the myriad others —
Reform, Green, Libertarian, Natural Law, Constitution, Taxpayers
— but you cannot register as such.
Then there is the often-strained
relationship between state and
national Democratic parties. Rankand-file Kentucky Democrats have
for years felt estranged from the
national party and ambivalent about
some of the candidates that have
led its ticket in federal elections.
Paul Blanchard, director of the
Center for Kentucky History and
Politics at Eastern Kentucky University, said there was "widespread
antipathy toward Al Gore among
Democrats."
"But I don't think you can
explain the wide margin of victo-

Oct. 26 — The Post and Courier, Charleston,
S.C., on the Roger Clemens bat-throwing incident:
Millions of Americans, young and old, witnessed
a childish act by a grown man during the World
Series: Roger Clemens became violent over a game.
Mr. Clemens, a pitcher for the New York Yankees, hurled the jagged barrel of a bat toward
Mets batter Mike Piazza. Despite this outrageous
overreaction to a misperceived slight (the largest
chunk of the broken bat ended up near the pitcher's mound through no fault of Mr. Piazza's), Mr.
Clemens was allowed to remain in the game. He
later was fined a reported $50,000 — a pittance
for such a highly paid athlete, and a penalty that
well could be reduced, or covered by his team.
Clemens should have been thrown out of the
game. And although the disciplinary official with
the commissioner's office said "intent is always
difficult to establish," the act speaks for itself. ...
Roger Clemens deserves a serious punishment for
his serious offense — and young people deserve
a better example from America's pastime.
Oct. 31 — Amarillo (Texas) Globe-News, on
America's military cannot be shortchanged:
Republican vice presidential candidate Dick
Cheney stuck with GOP tradition during a speech
Wednesday in Roswell. N.M., asking a vital question that has been transformed into many forms
since first being uttered by former President Ronald
Reagan.
Cheney asked a crowd of 2,000 people if the
U.S. military is better off today than eight years
ago. He answered his own question, replying: "You
know it is not."
Cheney should know. He is the former secretary of defense under President George Bush and
helped lead U.S. forces in Desert Storm.
The readiness of the U.S. military should he of
the utmost importance to Republican presidential
candidate George W. Bush and Democratic candidate Al Gore, especially now considering the volatile

ry for Bush just on that," Blanchard said in an interview.
Like other Southern states,"Kentucky is clearly becoming more
Republican," Blanchard said. "The
George W. Bush type of Republican seems to resonate with both
Democrats and Republicans."
Blanton, the consultant, who
also is a member of the Democratic Leadership Council, said the
party will have to field more "centrist" candidates in the mold of
Gov. Paul Patton — moderate,
business oriented, a person who
thinks government has a role to
play but that it should empower
people.
Blanchard, the political scientist, said it is difficult to say
whether there is an ideal model
for Democratic candidates.
Roy, the party's congressional
nominee in the mostly rural 1st
District, was a gun-rights, anti-abortion conservative. He lost to Republican Rep. Ed Whitfield by 14
points.
In the more liberal 3rd District, which is Louisville and its
suburbs, candidate Jordan was both
articulate and passionate. She lost
to Rep. Anne Northup by 11 points.
In the 6th District, Baesler was
a "quintessential middle-of-theroader," in Blanchard's description. He got 35 percent of the
vote, 18 points behind Rep. Ernie
Pletcher.
_
"Democrats have tried just about
everything," Blanchard said, "and
nothing seems to have worked."

situation in the Middle East. Voters in the Panhandle also should consider each candidate's priority on the military. ...
Bush supports an increase in military spending
by $20 billion over five years, including additional research for a national missile defense system.
Gore favors continuing the current increases in
military spending that fail to meet current needs.
Much like President Clinton, Gore has not enthusiastically supported a national missile defense system. ...
The U.S. military is the strongest, best-trained
and well-equipped military force in the world.
However, in order to maintain this standard, the
courageous men and women who risk their lives
for their country deserve adequate pay, strong leadership and a financial commitment from an administration that recognizes the price of freedom.
Oct. 29 — The Akron (Ohio) Beacon Journal,
on the national drunken driving standard:
Everyone wants to make highways safe from
the havoc of drunken drivers. Despite contradictory studies from its own agencies, the federal government has set a national standard for drunken
driving.
Ohio is one of 31 states in which a driver is
legally drunk when the blood alcohol content is
0.10 percent. Congress has lowered that to 0.08
percent, a figure used in 18 states and the District of Columbia.
States that fail to comply with the national standard by 2004 will lose federal highway money.
Richard Finan, president of the Ohio Senate,
has called this blackmail.
He's right.
Not only could this mandate cost the state money
it needs for highways, but it could also affect
county justice systems, which would have to cope
with whatever additional arrests the new standard
prompts. It's a bad law.

DO YOL) OR ANN' ONER
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IDEA WI4ATSoEVER
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ARE
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It reads like a novel. It looks
like a scene from the film "The
Matrix," in which all action is
frozen.
No one predicted this. Nothing
like it has ever been seen before.
Talk about not having a mandate!
What does this election mean? What
message, if any, were voters trying to send? What agenda will
the new president feel he can pursue?
Based on experience, if George
Bush squeezes out a slim majority, Democrats—will claim he has
to work with them, meaning only
Democrat ideas and programs can
be advanced. Bush has had a history in Texas of working with
Democrats to advance legislation,
but Washington isn't Austin and
the stakes become much bigger at
the national level. If Al Gore manages to win, he will encounter
hostile Republicans, still bitter over
the Clinton-Gore years.
The idea of "doing the people's business" sounds noble, but
most politicians look out for No.
I. If they appear high-minded, so
much the better, but in a contest
between looking noble and doing
what is best for the individual politician, guess who's most likely to
win that struggle?
Will the country put up with
four years of deadlock between
the White House and Congress
when serious issues demand resolution? These would include fixing Social Security, deciding how
to improve a troubled education system, sorting out how to deal with
the surplus, including the question
of tax cuts. Defense and foreign
policy issues, especially the Middle East, need a president-elect
who can prepare to address them.
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• To check the status of a bill: (888) 701-1488.
• To leave a message for a legislator: (800) 372-7181; TTY for hearing impaired: (800) 8960305.
• To check to legislative meeting schedules: (800) 633-9650.
• To reach a legislator or egislative staff member: (502) 564-8100.

Letters...

Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mlt@murrayledger.com

_• The politics of division seems suppose some feel pressured to
to have worked well for Democ- change their votes from the one
rats. More than 90 percent of the to whom they are pledged (by
African-American vote went for virtue of who got the majority of
Gore. The race card was on the the popular vote in their state) to
'table náuionwTde AfriCan-Ameri- the other guy? Perhaps some will
can churches were used by Al be offered favors, even an ambasGore and Hillary Rodham Clin- sadorship, if they switch from Bush
ton, New York's Senator-elect, to to Gore, or the reverse. There is
pander to black voters. This is as nothing to stop them from switchshameful as when politicians use ing, other than a loss of honor.
and abuse God in conservative And what happens if the Congress
churches, but the government's refuses to accept the results of the
response is a double-standard. Lib- electoral vote, producing another
eral black churches get to keep election, this one in the House of
their tax-exemption even when the Representatives? And what happreacher endorses a Democrat from pens if the popular vote is overthe pulpit. Conservative churches turned by Congress? Suppose a
risk losing theirs for doing little single vote or two would decide
more than passing out "voter the race? Would a few members
guides."
of Congress consider "incentives"
However the presidential race to vote in a certain way?
turns out, a lot of people will not
No matter how close election
be satisfied. If you think gridlock outcomes, Americans have always
was a problem before, look for it accepted the results, making our
to get even worse with this new country unique in the world. But
Congress. But in many ways, that's the ability of a new president to
good. A "do-nothing Congress" command allegiance and support
means they will do nothing about remain in doubt in a race like
raising our taxes, or spending more this. What then?
of our money. This expiring ConFor a time Tuesday night and
gress still has work to do on the Wednesday morning, television
current budget, which it has already anchors and pundits were left withlarded with huge amounts of pork. out much to say except repeat the
The biggest intrigue of all may obvious. Historians will study this
come with the Electoral College. election for generations to come.
When the electors meet next month Who says one vote can't make a
to officially elect the president, difference?
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Billie Joe Parker

Mrs. Norette Hill
Mrs. Norette Hill, 79, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 12, 2000, at 4
a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Retired from Murray State University, she was a member of First
Baptist Church.
Her husband, T.C. (Bill) Hill, and one brother, Sammy Miller, preceded her in death. Born March 4, 1921, she was the daughter of the
late Edwin Miller and Ludora Miller.
Survivors include one son, David Hill and wife, Debbie, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Ann Russell and husband, Edward, Orlando, Fla.; five grandchildren, Mickey Hill and wife, Tina, and Stephanie
Hill, all of Murray, Krista Russell, Orlando, Kay Williams and husband, Randy, Panama City Beach, Fla., and Karla Reeves and husband, Jon, Mountain Park, Ga.; six great-grandchildren, Amanda Russell, Matt Cox, Andrew Reeves, Matthew Reeves, Jared Williams and
Christian Williams.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Randy Williams, Mickey Hill, Gerald Ray, John
Parker, Jack Wagar and Jon Reeves. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Calloway County Family Resource Center or Calloway County Chapter
of Habitat for Humanity.

Mrs. Mildred M. Story
Mrs. Mildred M. Story, 87, Saginaw, Mich., died there Saturday,
Nov. 11, 2000.
Her husband, Noble Story, preceded her in death. Born July 14,
1913, in Murray, she was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Frances L. Young, Royal Oak,
Mich.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of KinseyGarrett Funeral Home, 420 S. Lafayette, Royal Oak, Mich. Burial will
follow in Oakview Cemetery, Royal Oak.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Barnard Road Community Church, 3111 Barnard Rd., Saginaw, MI 48603 or to the American Lung Association.

Billie Joe (Popeye) Parker, 67,
Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 11, 2000,
at his home.
He had retired after serving for
21 years in the United States Navy.
Also he was a retired dispatcher
for the Murray Police Department
and was a member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Aug. 28, 1933, in Alton,
Ill., he was the son of the late
Joe Parker and Myrtle Brown Parker Spalding.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Barbara Parker; two daughters, Mrs.
Susan Burkeen and husband,
Michael, Murray, and Mrs. Debbie Tucker and husband, Tim, Benton; one son, James Michael Parker and wife, Shyrill, Benton; four
stepsons, Stephen Bradley and
Larry Don Rodgers, both of Murray, Gary Dale Henry, Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Danny Keith
Rodgers, Jacksonville, Fla.; sisterin-law, Mrs. Dot Manning, Coldwater; cousins, Judy and John Parker, Murray, Dale and Frances Parker, Illinois, and Gene and Shirley
Hart, Michigan; seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
/ p.m. in the chapel of J.H

Herman I. (Tump) Foster
Herman I. (lump) Foster, 85, Fairlane Drive, Murray. formerly of
Hazel, died Saturday, Nov. 11, 2000, at 6:30 p.m. in the Long Term
Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
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BILLIE JOE PARKER
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Terry Garvin will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Clayton Hendricks, Ken Claude, Jimmy Potts,
Brad Haley, Bill Marcum and Nicky
Knight. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
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Mrs. Mamie Bowden Dram
Mrs. Mamie Bowden Drain, 84, formerly of Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 4, 2000, at Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
Graveside service will be Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Charles Russell will officiate.
Hamock-Bowles Funeral Home of Paducah is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Hattie Jane (Pat) Rawlins
Hattie Jane (Pat) Rawlins, 75, Madisonville, mother of Mrs.
Debbie Stinnett of Murray, died Saturday, Nov. I 1, 2000, at 9:20 p.m.
at her home.
She was a real estate broker for Century 21, a member of Kentucky Realtor's Association and a member and organist of Parkview
United Methodist Church, Madisonville.
Born Sept. 7, 1925, in Christian County, she was the daughter of
the late Henry Godfrey Adcock and Verna Wood Adcock. One brother preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Thomas D. Rawlins; two daughters,
Mrs. Brenda Lester and husband, _Ed Decatur, Ala-and Mrs. DebbieStinnett and fitisband, Mike, Murray; one son, Mike Rawlins and wife,
Beverly. Madisonville; four sisters, Mrs. Lucille Gray, Mrs. Sara Nell
Cunningham and Mrs. Nancy Ann Shaw, all of Pembroke, and Mrs.
Betsy Carol Tharpe, Russellville; eight irajiaihildren; seven greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BarnettStrother Funeral Home, 2285 N. Main St., Madisonville. The Rev.
Ralph Dill will officiate. Graveside services will be at 1 p.m. at
Rawlins Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday) and after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Memorial contributions may take the form of donations to Green
Riley Hospice, 109 South Second St., Central City, KY 42330.
Mrs.

FINAL
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Mrs. Sylvia E. Ard
Mrs. Sylvia E. Ard, 91, Murray, died Thursday, Nov. 9, 2000, at
3:15 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Charles A. Orleans
of Enid, Okla., and her second husband, Glen E. Ard, and one daughter, Jo Ella Montgomery, Denham Springs, La.
She was born Jan. 15, 1909, in Eureka Springs, Ark.
Survivors include two sons, George V. Nichols of Murray and
Charles A. Orleans, Slidell, La.; three daughters, Mrs. Sylvia M. Smith,
Green Forest, Ark., Mrs. Betty L. Mahan, Bethany Okla., and Mrs.
Dixie L. Koehn, Chouteau, Okla.; 32 grandchildren; 67 great-grandchildren.
A private family service will be Tuesday in Eureka Springs, Ark.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Carl W. Lawrence
The funeral for Carl W.
Lawrence will be Tuesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. John
Sheppard and the Rev. Buron Richerson will officiate. Music will be
by Bonnie Foster, soloist, and
Denise Howard, pianist.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Lawrence, 73, St. Rt. 94
West, Murray. Lynn Grove community, died Friday, Nov. 10, 2000,
at 8:45 a.m. at his home. His
death was from an apparent heart
attack.
Retired from Reef Manufacturing Co., Michigan, he was an
Army Veteran of World War II
and a member of Woodmen of
the World, Salem Baptist Church
and Friendship Sunday School Class
at Salem.
Born March 31, 1927, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late James Melvin Lawrence
and Cone Williams Lawrence. Also
preceding him in death were two
sisters, Dorothy Faye Pogue and
Loreda Ann Alton. and two brothers, Paul Lawrence and Joe Dale
Lawrence

ass.*
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FOREVER!

Bring your Van,
Truck or Station
Wagon. Come
Prepared to Haul
Your Purchases
Away & Save!

NA
ME
YOUR OWN
PR
IC
E!
EVERYTHING
NO REASONABLE

JUST HOURS REMAIN TO SAVE ON
ENTIRE STOCK OF INVESTMENT
QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS

All Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms,
Oriental Rugs, Entertainment Centers, Recliners,
Sleep Sofas, Leather, Grandfather Clocks, Chairs,
Mattress Sets, Tables, Accessories and MORE!

tARL W. LAWRENCE
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Juanita Outland Lawrence, to whom
he was married Dec. 22, 1945;
five sons, Ronald W. Lawrence
and wife, Debbie. Roseville, Mich.,
Michael L. Lawrence and wife.
Dona, Hazel Park, Mich.. Richard
A. Lawrence and wife, Sandy,
Livonia. Mich.. Timothy R.
Lawrence and wife, Janet. Murray, and Roger D. Lawrence and
wife. Carole, Warren, Mich.; 14
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

MUST GO! OFFER
REFUSED!
COST OR LOSS DISREGARDED!
ALL SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS! NO CANCELLATIONS!
FINAL HOURS: Today 10:00 am to 9:00 pm

hurnian 208 EAST MAIN ST.

tll

CALL 753-1916 TO
REPORT LOCAL SPORTS

"Zince 1949
*Photos or p

a
ms

cent.

MURRAY, KY • 270-753-4834
Cash, Check, MasterCard & Visa Accepted.6 Months same as cash.

`Discounts token from our offering prices which may or may not have resulted in prior sales
for illustration purposes only ask sales staff for availability. Going out of business tic. # 00.01 Sale to end on or before Nov. 13 2000.
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Murray Woman's Club honors new members
An orientation and reception educating and honoring the 53 women
who have joined the Murray
Woman's Club since January of
this year was held Nov. 2 at the
club house.
Mary Ann Russell, club president, welcomed the new members.
She then introduced Barbara
Brandon, club member and governor of First District Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club, who
explained the connections between
the local club and the district,
composed of 12 clubs in West
Kentucky; KFWC, the state organization; SER, the southeast region
composed of seven states; and
GFWC, the national organization,
which has over 7,000 clubs across
the country and millions of members in 40 other countries.
Neva Grey Allbritten, club parliamentarian, gave highlight of the
history of the Murray Woman's

Club, began in 1907, and in 193940 built the stone structure on
Vine Street which has been the
site of weddings, receptions, service club meetings and numerous
civic events, numbering in the
thousands.
Lois Pharris, past president and
chairman of the Advisory Council, related the challenge of the
council to maintain the building,
restore when needed, and schedule the use of the building to permit its serving as many citizens
in the community as possible.
The departmental chairmen
briefly explained the purpose of
their departments and introduced
their new members. Serving as
chairmen for the 2000-2001 club
year are the following:
Marlene Beach and Alice Koenecke, Alpha; Janet Wallis, Creative Arts; Kay Ray, Delta; Paula
Crouse, Garden; Jackie Helm and

Evelyn Paulson, Home; Sue Allison, Kappa; Amy Roos, Music;
Sarah Curd and Jill Adams, Sigma;
Sylvia Puckett, Theta; and Norma
Frank, Zeta.
New 2000 members are the following
Linda Hendricks, Brenda Call
and Sondra J. Jordan, Alpha; Lillian Robertson, Alpha and Creative Arts; Cyndi Cohoon, Martha
Crawford, Patty Fitts, Jackie Helm.
Vve Severns and Freda Steely,
Creative Arts;
Suzy Crook, Delta and Sigma;
Martha Broach, Sondra L. Kyle,
Betty Milliken, Joanne Cohoon,
Cheryl Selby, Rosa Crass and Emma
Story, Delta; JoAnna Adams, Cindy
Newman, Dortha Jones, Mary Wells
and Renee Wynn, Garden;
Sylvia Sanert, Beatrice Jerge
and Shirley Robinson, Home; Holly
Cherry, Gale Cook, Carolyn Farrell, Patty Harris, Cathy Mathis,

JoRae Peiffer and Sherry Tolley,
Kappa; Debbie Bell, Rosemary
Spiceland, Anna Fowler, Sondra
Rice, Melissa Ray and Sharon
Furches, Music;
Anita Heath, Becky Rutledge,
Virginia Chesser and Kay Outland,
Theta; Stephanie Bohannon, Diane
Thiede, Judy Phelps, Amy McDowell, Sharon Bobo, Leslie Boone,
Leslie Owens, Kathryn Miller and
Melissa Finklea, Sigma; Donna
Toler, Zeta.
Suzy Crook, membership chairman, acted as hostess at the reception. serving hot cranberry punch
and cookies.
An extraordinary detail of the
fall table arrangements which
included a yellow mum and brightly colored fall leaves, was a carved
pumpkin depicting the club house.
Mike Crook, husband of the membership chair, was the artist.

Calloway County Homemakers

r 6-1/2 inch pot - $7.50

(5-7 Blooms)

8-1/2 inch pot - $15.00

_}

Lodge 728 will meet tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet tonight (Monday)
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade with Fay Childress, Jesse Workman
and Dolly Clark as hostesses. Nominations for officers will be
made and Jim Hilbrecht, WOW field representative, will speak.

•All money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahler by November 16th. Plants can be pick*i
up or delivered on November 30 at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall.
To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387

Dexter meeting Tuesday
Dexter will have a town meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Dexter Center. A potluck meal will be served. Special speaker will he
Calloway County Jailer Phil Hazle.

Pre-Season Training!
Get m shape BEFORE the New Year!
• IN
04
.46 8.4
If you are
a size.

You Can Be
a size...

20

16
14
12
10
8
6

18
16
14
12
10

-- Fast, Fun Fitness
At...

,Curves®
759-3400

30 min.fitness & Wt. loss centers"
'offer based on first

ISO

CLUB MEETING...Norinne Winter, left, presented the program and Christine Pogue, right, gave the devotion at the
Oct. 26th meeting of the Magazine Club held at the home
of Rainey Apperson. president, standing. Edwina Garrison
was September hostess with Toni Hopson giving the devotion and Neva Grey Allbritten the program. The club will
meet Friday at 2 p.m. at Fifteenth & Olive Grille with Blanche
Titsworth as hostess. Members are asked to note the change
in date for November.

enrollment & non 12 no c d program

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

Read the Today pages!

Haley Marie Erwin, daughter
of Kerry and Mary Erwin of 133
Angel Ln., Hazel. celebrated her
first birthday on Saturday. Nov.
4.
The birthday theme was "Winnie the Pooh." Her cake was the
Honey Pot.
In attendance were the following:
Courtney Dunevant, sister; Mildred Stalter, great-grandmother;
Bob and Mary Scott, Hickory, and
Trish Erwin, Hazel, grandparents;
Kim Phillips, Hazel, aunt;
Uncle Jeff, Aunt Sherri, Cousin
Ashley Swatzell of Hickory;
cousins Jessica and Kristen Phillips,
Hazel; great-uncle and aunt, James
and JoAnn Mahan; uncle and aunt,
Kenny and Kathy Erwin; cousins,
Kyle and Kent Erwin;
Mike. Sheila. Kayla, Logan and
Alex Cooper, and Sarah Futrell,

FREE BRA FITTING
CLINIC
Thursday, November 16, 2000 • 10:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday, November 17, 2000 • 10:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.

',catalog ',corn

MI stores

THEOS meeting Tuesday

East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the teachers' lounge.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet Tuesday
at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Barry Eadens R.Ph., will present a program on "Drug Therapy for Dementia Patients." For information call Cindy Ragsdale
LSW at 762-1108.

HALEY MARIE ERWIN
all of Hazel. friends.
Haley received telephone calls
from her grandfather, Jimmy Dale
Erwin, and her cousin, Lisa
McDougal; cards from Greatgrandmother Bernice Scott of Carlock. III. and Great Uncle and
Aunt Tom and Beverly, and cousin,
Sarah Baley of Normal, Ill.; gift
from Aunt Angie Braboy and family.

Cardiac group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Holiday
Eating tips" will be presented by Amy Fennell. MCCH dietitian.
For information call Sharon Paschall, 762-1170.

Parkinson's Group will meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at 1 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech
language pathologist at 762-1573.

Ladies luncheon planned

SUBSCRIBE

Dennic }ohnson P

SALON HOURS:
Mon.-Fri, 9-8, Sat. 9-6. Sun. 1-5

Food Addicts Anonymous will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at
Newman House, 220 North 13th St., Murray.

East Council will meet

1

Announce

Introducing the New

your Wedding,

"Helix Cut!"

Engagentent,

D

INIEFIDLIDIES
"Home ofthe Helix Cut"
4/way I a th for

The Thanksgiving ladies day luncheon will be Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club. A social hour will start at 11:30 a.m, with
lunch at noon. Reservations should be made by calling 753-9430.

"I can't believe my hair has so
much body & it's not a perm!"

*DROP INS WELCOME*

Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m.

Food Addicts will meet

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m.. for the monthly potluck in honor of all those having birthdays in November at Weaks Community Center. For information
call Barbara at 436-5032 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

insidefu

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(270) 759-1400

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m, at the club. Hostess will be Ada Roberts, phone 7532259.

Singles (SOS) will meet

Call 759-1400, ask for the Lingerie Department to schedule your appointment

it's

Bridge planned at Oaks

THEOS (they help each other spiritually), a group for widowed
men and women, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Opal Howard will present a program on "Will You Have A Thanksgiving?" They will go later to
eat at Sirloin Stockade. For information call Howard at 753-1998,
Lillian Steele at 753-2875, Karen Isaacs at 753-2411 or Reita
Moody at 753-0172.

Erwin celebrates birthday

for women

Flu clinic is canceled

A benefit singing for Donna Downing will be Saturday at 6
p.m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, located on Brooks
Chapel Road off Highway 1346, east of Dexter. This will be sponsored by one of the Sunday School classes to raise funds for
expenses of Mrs. Downing who has been ill for about three years
and now has an appointment at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn..
Dec. 4.

Sponsored By The

s 421

Have you watched the squirrels at this time of year? They
are so busy storing up food for the winter months.
We watch the squirrels in our yard the year-round as they
seem to go from tree to tree or on the wires always appearing
to be looking for food.
One of our trees in our yard is a hickory that bares, not
the good eating kind of hickory nuts, but the hard-bark kind.
This year, J.B. did not have to rake these hickory nuts as usual
because the squirrels got to them first. One year he left about
two or three large cans of the hickory nuts in a storage building out back. The squirrels found them and got the nuts out
but left the shells.
It is amazing to watch the squirrels and also the birds, especially as they are getting a drink in our bird bath in the back
yard.

Benefit singing Saturday

Now thru
November 16th

Give us 30 minutes, 3 times a week
& you will see results!

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

The Calloway County Health Center will not have its flu clinic on Tuesday as planned. As soon as an adequate supply of vaccine is available the newspaper and radio stations will be notified.

POINSETTIA SALE!
-

JO'S DATEBOOK

rode,'fin/s

Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
Murray

Cuts
('url
into
hair!
Perfect for all hair types!
It works!

or Social Event
in the
frlurray(edger
& crimes.
you'll be glad

Call Dennis Johnson for appt:

270-753-0882
Now accepting Visa & Mastercard

you did!
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Wickliffe display celebrates
special heritage month

In celebration of Native Amer- earthen mounds and sophisticated
ican Heritage Month in Kentucky, economic and religious systems.
Murray High School has Schell, Melissa G. Starks and Mar.
Wickliffe Mounds Research Cen- The villages are now gone, yet some
released the names of students on shall 0. Welch.
12TH GRADE
the honor roll for the first nine
ter has recently acquired a tem- of the mounds, artifacts and modAll As
porary exhibit from the Kentucky em-day descendants still remain.
weeks grading period as follows:
Andy T. Broach, Rebecca A. Brown,
NINTH GRADE
Historical
Society called "Of Father
November has been designated
Brandon
1. Kellie, Garrett 0.
All As
Sky and Mother Earth: Early South- as Native American Heritage Month
Sarah
Teresa
J.
No!cox,
McCutcheon,
Megan L. Black, Christopher N.
eastern Indian Art and Culture."
in Kentucky. Foods, customs,
Bradley, Bretton H. Brown, Ryan S. E. Quertermous, James J. Roberts,
The exhibit consists of poster ideals, place names, games —
S.
Sparks,
D.
Severs,
Matthew
Wyatt
Cobb, Stephanie E. Finch, Shanna D.
panels interpreting the many aspects these are just a few examples of
P. Travis, Erika M. TrenGibson, Jordan E. Kelleher, Allison Rebekah
Alissa L. Volp.
holm
and
of
Native American art and cul- the many gifts that Native AmerJ. Kipphut, Lauren F. Peal, Emily R.
Bs
All
As
and
ture
in the southeastern United icans have given to today's culChar!sit
Seay, Katie L Wagoner and
Whitney N. Alexander, Jason B.
States.
ture.
R. Young.
Blankenship, Charles E. Buhmann,
Visitors are invited to view the
Photographs of prehistoric artiAll As and Bs
Dustin M. Barnett, Lauren E. Clem- Constance Carter. Ashley L. Collins,
facts
of
the
southeastern
Native
exhibit
at Wickliffe Mounds.
son, Josh R. Dunn, Darnell D. Fos- Jennifer L. Colson, Lauren E. Daniel,
center is open daily in
Americans
and
images
created
by
The
N. CHILDREN AT SCHOOL...0asis-4-Life introduces the Mouseter, Becky L. Hansis-O'Neill, Keni E. Jennifer R. Davenport, Jonathan
the
first
Europeans
to
encounter
November
from 9 a.m. to 4:30
Daniel R.
Hardy, Christopher L. King, Lucas Duncan, Jillian L. Farley,
ton Family to the students at New Beginnings Pre-School. them illustrate the history and cus- p.m. (closed Thanksgiving day).
A.
Gibbs,
Derek
Garfinkel,
Julie
M.
W. Mathis, Nathan McCoy, John W.
Good nutrition through song, art, geography and sign lan- toms of the period.
Wickliffe Mounds is affiliated with
Matthew
Rail, Corey M. Read, Daniel A. Run- Henry, David Hightower,
study.
For
Informative
labels
explain
the
Murray State University.
Hinton.
from
this
information
call
Baker
taught
753are
guage
nels, Samantha K. Stanley, Keshauna
Hoover,
Bryan
R.
HughLaura
L.
archaeological
evidence
that
reflects
Wickliffe Mounds is located on
1-877-542-9483.
or
5170
S. Troup and Heather Waters.
es, John H. Kopperud, Michael C.
the aspects of everyday • life, from Highway 51/60/62 in Wickliffe,
10TH GRADE
Montgomery. Carl J. Najdek, Steven
food and clothing to leisure activ- Ky.
All As
Prince, Desiree Anne Quast, Angela
E.
ities and religion.
For information, call (270) 335Edward S. Baust, Todd Ryan BroMaggie M. SasSo, Justin
In
the
1500s,
Spanish
ker, Lauren E. Hines, Chorom Rae K. Rowlett,
explor3681,
e-mail wmounds@brtc.net,or
Smith, Robert B. Smith,
Hong, Chase T. Lambert. Lacey A. Matthew
ers
in
the
interior
southeast
of
visit
the website at http://camAubri D. Stroud, Emily B. ThomaLatimer, Leamon Lee Jr., William C. son,
pus.murraystate.edu/org/wmrc/wmr
North
America
found
agricultural
Blair E. Wagoner and Mitchell
Mathis, Tiffany Riannon McClain,
villages clustered around massive c.htm.
David Philip Montgomery, Angela K. R. Woods.
Oliver, James L. Quertermous, SherLand Between The Lakes Station admission: $3.50 for ages
rie M. Sexton, Kathryn E. Smith and
Recreation Area is catch- 13 and up; $2 for ages 5-12; 4
National
Summer P. Williams.
holiday
spirit with a vari- and under, free.
ing
the
All As and Bs
The annual holiday show, "tis
ety of Christmas programs that
Jarrod T. Al-Alou, Patrick Michael
If you are a NEWCOMER to
The
Season," will return to the
season
bright.
will
make
the
Connelly, Allison R. Cross, Brenna
Murray/Calloway County
The Homeplace-1850 will offer Golden Pond Planetarium.
Kate Farrell, Carley E. Faughn, Audrey
The program provides a look
J. Ferguson, Gaston K. France, Holly
its popular Christmas in 1850 proCall KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
J. Gibbs, Tyler N. Harper, Leslie B.
grams. The season begins Nov. at religious and cultural rituals
753-3079
Hatfield, Elizabeth J. Johnson, Meghan
18 with "A Taste of Christmas," from around the world, and how
R. King, Elizabeth R. Leggett,
the stars and planets have influ10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
COMMUNITY
Lauren E. Massey, Kimberly I.
enced these celebrations. Shows
homemade
preparation
of
The
McClure, Montei Patterson, Shannon
GREETING SERVICE
cookies, cakes, pies and candies are daily, Dec. 4-21. Call 270L. Shelby, Sarah C. Simmons. Lorene
FORA
will be demonstrated on the wood 924-2020 for group reservations
M. Stanfa, Brandon L. Thurmond,
and exact show times.
stove.
John H. Trevathan, Dylan R. Volp,
SPECIAL WELCOME
For more information on these
Hot cider and homemade treats
Jessica B. Wilburn, Patrick T. Young
and Allyson M. Zimmerman.
will be available to sample. Pro- or other programs, call LBL at
1,1ve have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
11TH GRADE
gram is free with Homeplace admis- 270-924-2020 or visit LBL's onOver 50 years!
All As
sion. Admission prices are as fol- line calendar of events at
Mandy A. Brown. Sean P. Clemlows: $3.50 for ages 13 and up; www.lbl.org.
son, Jeffery Michael Holland, Matthew
ERIC PENNISTON
$2 for ages 5-12; 4 and under,
E. Kelleher, Andrew D. Parker, Brandy
free.
S. Reed, Mary M. Schneiderman, Anna
On Nov. 25 at The Homeand
Chelsee
E. Scott, Michael T. Swain
place, visitors can experience a simL. Thompson.
pler Christmas_ In 1850, gifts and
All As and Bs
Paige L. Aidlich, Jaleelah N. Alwere homemade. See
decorations
Eric Penniston, investment adviAlou, Emily Ryan Allen, David Anderexchanges
of
these simple, homeson Jr., Richard E. Blalock II, Heather sor for Edward Jones Investments, made gifts and decorations.
spoke
about
long
term
care
at
a
Lynn Bosse, Nevila Prates Castro,
During the afternoon, a popuFloyd A. Cogdell, Erin G. Darnell, meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club lar tree decoration, the Moravian
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Laura E. Darnell, Julie Ann Daven- on Thursday.
Murray, Kentucky-7"Like homeowners' insurance, Star, will be cut and folded out
port, Amanda M. Ellis, James W. Gairison, Ellen B. Gingles,
it is expensive," he said. "With of paper and a small tree will be
ADDRESS:
CONTACTS:
Zachary Christian Hampton, Gere- an average stay,of three years and dressed with other traditional decmy Harper, Susan C. Hart, Megan G. a $127 daily cost'in western Ken- orations. The program runs from
1003 Poplar St.
KATHIE PIERCE:
Haverstock, Allysia D. Hood, Bryan tucky, we are talking of a price 2 to 4 p.n.', and is free with
Murray, KY 42071
Executive Director
(270) 767-1384
D. Hopkins, Daniel J. Hughes, Zachary of a home."
Homeplace adinission.
A. Kingins, Boone 0. Lane, David
Station,
the
holAt
The
Nature
Penniston outlined four ways
T. Lee, Thomas Masthay, Janey L.
iday celebration takes on a natMcClain, Sara Ann Rashid, Megan E. to finance long term care.
The first method is to self- ural twist. The Nature Station host
insure with stocks, bonds or other Natural Holiday Crafts Nov. 24
assets .that produce financial at 1:30 p.m., and Critter Christmas at 3 p.m.
income.
During Natural Holiday Crafts,
Those who rely on Medicare find
will use items from
participants
that it does not cover much after
the outdoors, such as pinecones
100 days.
Medicaid is a government pro- and sweet gum balls, to create
gram that provides care after you holday decorations. There is a $I
spend your finances down to the material fee for each craft, in
poverty level. One disadvantage addition to Nature Station admisFUTURE GOALS
of this program is that the sys- sion.
Critter Christmas is an opportem makes the decision as to
Our mission is better health for the people of this region. The Community
where you will stay and it may tunity to learn how to decorate
Healthcare Foundation of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will provide
backyard trees with treats for
not be in your community.
ornaments
and
wildlife.
Birdseed
solutions to the healthcare needs of area seniors, youth and the indigent.
The fourth option is long term
couple
treats
are
a
peanut
butter
care insurance. He pointed out
that a rough ballpark figure might of the edible decorations that will
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
be $900 a year for insurance pur- be made.
Although a young Foundation, the Community Healthcare Foundation of
Program is free with Nature
chased at the age of 55 and $1,800
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has several initiatives underway. The
a year at the age of 65.
HANNAH DERBY
Penniston said that women make
Foundation is supporting the Angels Community Clinic, a community
up 70 percent of nursing home
project organized to serve the working poor of Calloway County, opened
population and that 40 percent of
its doors in January of 2000. It also provides diagnostic and treatment
nursing home population is made
services to those without medical insurance or other financial resources
up of persons under the age of
65. He pointed out that most long
to pay for medical care and who meet certain financial guidelines.
Hannah Lyn Derby celebrated
term care is provided by family
Physicians, nurse practitioners, healthcare professionals and lay persons
her first birthday with a party on
and friends.
Saturday. Oct. 14, at First Unitvolunteer their time and talent to treat the many people whose lives will
ed Methodist Church gym, Murbe touched by this project.
ray.
for
VISITS
TANNING
3
"Tweety Bird" was the theme.
The Community Healthcare Foundation hopes to employ registered
Pizza, chips, drinks and cake were
served to 32 guests. Several outnurses for both the Calloway County and Murray Independent School
TAN ALL MONTH for
of-town guests also attended the
Systems. An in-school healthcare professional will be an invaluable tool
party.
Gift Certificates Available • Expires Dec. 31st
to educate students about ways to lead healthier lives through exercise
Children attending were Chelsea
Open 7 Days Per Week Mon.-Fri. 9-7. Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
and nutrition, tobacco, alcohol and sex education programs as well as
Bradshaw, Olivia Rose, Ashley
SydBradley
Kelso
and
Shropshire,
providing immediate assistance in times of injury or illness. Both school
ney Kelso, all of Murray. Skylar
systems have endorsed the plan, and MCCH health professionals are
Cox of New Concord, and Haylee
Hair • Tan • Spa
working with school officials to make this a reality.
Barry of Morris, Ill.
Located Behind Cracker Barrel •759-3343
Derby was born Oct. 13, 1999,
at Murray-Calloway County HosThird, the Community Healthcare Foundation will promote free and low
pital. She is the daughter of Eric
cost screenings for seniors throughout the region. Working with area
and Tammie Derby.
4444
"
"/
4
4
4
K
physicians, the Foundation will sponsor events that are educational and
Another party was held on her
diagnostic.
birth date, Oct. 13, at the home
of her paternal grandparents.
29 GAMES
"Tweety Bird" was also the theme.
An on-going project supported by the Foundation is the Health Express, a
Play every Tuesday Evening
Cupcakes were served to eight
mobile health-screening unit already serving an eight-county area of
Regular
6:30pm Speedball 7pm
guests.
western Kentucky and Tennessee. Blood-pressure checks, flu vaccines
Her grandparents are Jim and
We Have PULLTABS
Linda Shropshire and Gary Nance.
and diabetes screenings are just a few of the numerous services
Progressive Payouts!
all of Murray, and Phil and Kay
players'
on
0
at
depending
provided on the Health Express.
Up to 5200 per game
Derby of Hamlin.
Everyone Welcome ,113 yrs or older
Her great-grandparents are Joe
GIVING OPTIONS
and Kathleen Smith. Warren and
Ginny Shropshire. and the late
The Community Healthcare Foundation is responsible for fundraising to
William and Mary Majors. all of
initiate and sustain these vital community health services. Gifts may be
WRAY run'
Murray; the late Paschall Nance
norm true
104 IINS7IMAM 5MM
designated by the donor for use in a particular area, are tax-deductible
of Bell City; Vera Bassett and
2 games at 50% of the pot 2 at 75% and 2 at 90%
Roy Mowell of New Concord; the
and may be given in the form of, but are not limited to cash, securities,
Plays 12
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
late Gene Bassett of Villa Grove,
Games
real estate, life insurance, bequests or memorials. Based upon the
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
III.; Martha Derby and the late
• • *Fe9utar games onto
Fesiscril %It* swats M $1 per card a $2 tor three Spec.*
request of a donor, the amount of a gift may be treated confidentially.
Donald Derby of Murdock, Ill.
11
/
411411111/1114111. C411104 1110 FREE popcorn wow orpt, Cha,latoo Garneuty Ke,se #0P0030051 4

Christmas comes to
Land Between the Lakes

Penniston speaks
to Kiwanis Club

Community Healthcare
Foundation

Community
Health=

FOUNDATION

PHONE:

The Community Healthcare Foundation began its work in
1999 as a not-for-profit, public charitable organization. It is
affiliated with Murray-Calloway County Hospital, but is managed by a separate board of directors. The Foundation
exists for the purpose of providing extended health services
to the indigent, youth and seniors of the Calloway County
region.

Derby celebrates
first birthday

ATTEND THE
CHURCH OF
YOUR CHOICE
$5.00

or

$29.95

-s..Nc\-eCutting Edge

Ind
Night
5;REEDH4Ls.

/-
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Income could improve

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, located on Shelter Lane
off East Sycamore Street, features these Siamese kittens,
five weeks old, among the
many animals available for
adoption. Shelter officials
urge persons to call the shelter if they have lost or found
an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and
closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

Former ag
commissioner
dies Saturday
•

•

Farm income for this year has
a possibility of being better than
some expected considering the lov,
grain prices and other hard times
that farmers have faced.
With better than normal cattle
prices and payments from loss of
commodity, agricultural producers'
income could be higher than one
may have previously assumed. With
these matters in mind, producers
should be planning tax situations
now.
Agricultural producers should
be contacting tax preparers and
accountants at this time of the
year instead of procrastinating until
the beginning of the next year.
These contacts should be made now,
to help producers become aware
of the strategies and routes to take
with their tax situations. A good
tax plan now could give that extra
advantage to making the best of
taxing liabilities.
Management of tax liabilities
could include income averaging,
deferring income to the next year
or moving expenses for 2001 to
the current year according to Uni-

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
versity of Kentucky Extension agricultural economists.
Decisions of what to do with
income are also very important in
times when every cent is important to be placed where it will
have the most benefit to the agricultural enterprise. Paying off debt
or making capital investments in
land or equipment are decisions
that must be looked at.
Furthermore, agricultural producers should know whether making off-farm investments or using
income in other ways would be
of benefit to the operation. Sometimes these decisions can be very
vital in the possibilities of making agriculture work or not work
in individual situations.

Current financial situations are
very important in many of these
matters. Goals of the producer and
the family involved are to be
weighed in these financial decision making equations.
Decisions made to manage taxes
situations should be well thought
through and not achieved at a
quick pace.
Many times it is easier for folks
to make hasty decisions and not
use all the information and
resources made available; however, this year begin early to look
into the tax situations with enough
time to make wise decisions about
your agricultural enterprises.
Early planning should be ben-

Morgan, Walker serving in session
Two people with ties to Murray State University are serving
in the current session of Leadership West Kentucky.
Jay Morgan, MSU assistant professor of agriculture, and economic
development specialist Clay Walker, were selected from a field of
applicants to comprise the. 26member team participating in the
nine month session. Both men are
Murray State graduates.
As faculty member in the school
of agriculture at Muffa_y_State Univeriiiy, Morgan is also director of
the UST/MSU Leadership Development Program, sponsored by
United States Tobacco Corpora-

Freshmen Jennifer McCormick earns first place in her division.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Ward "Butch" Burnette, the
former Kentucky agriculture commissioner who resigned after being
convicted of theft, died Saturday
in Bowling Green. He was 59.
Burnette, who lived in Fulton,
was visiting relatives in Bowling
-6reefv-when -he—sufkicti a -heart—
attack, according to Kent Hutchins
of Hornbeak Funeral Chapel in
Fulton. He died at The Medical
Center, the Warren County coroJAY MORGAN
Office- said.
This is Morgan's fourth year
Burnette had served in the Ken- on Murray State's faculty roster. versity where he graduated with a
tucky House before being elected
A native of Henry County, Tenn., bachelor's degree in 1993 and masaenculture commissioner in 1987.
Morgan attended Murray State Uni- ter's degree in 1994.
He went on to study at Oklahoma State University where he
obtained his doctorate in 1998.
A graduate of Leadership Mur_ ray, he is a member _of _the MurPray Rotary Club and is involved
in a host of community and regional activities.
Walker recently came on board
Sale $1.09 qt
with West Kentucky Corporation
as an economic development specialist.
Drum!!!
Only
He has been assisting with economic development within the
Stop by or call Craig. Chad or Matt
Commonwealth of Kentucky and
will continue to assist in economic
development within a 44-county
503 Walnut St., Murray
region of west Kentucky.
Prior to his association with the
(270)753-3062
1-800-852-9736
West
Kentucky Corporation, WalkC 2000 Case Corporation
er served as the executive direcCase IH ts a registered trademark ot Case Corporally,
tor of the Fulton County EcoVisit our Web Site at
CASE
CASE Iii
nomic Development Partnership. He
www.casecorp.com
also served as clinics director of

LiajajtAiduLtuuLi
30 Gallon Drums
gin 15W-40 and 30W Engine Oil

$1308°

111E

ii

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.

MSU Equestrian
Team places first
- - The Murray State University
Equestrian Team earned its first.high
point championship as they competed in the season's first show
at Southwestern Missouri State
versity:
The high placing of individual
riders helped to obtain this award.
the Parkway Regional Hospital.
He is a native of west Ken- Open rider Jody Wilson received
tucky, graduating from Murray State the award for high point rider by
University in 1986 with a bache- winning first place in both of his
lor's degree in journalism and minor rides.
The MSU Equestrian Team
in political science.
Leadership West Kentucky is a travels to approximately five
competitive process open to persons living or working in west
Kentucky.
Participants chosen reflect the
population diversity of west KenDark air cured tobacco sales have
tucky and have demonstrated activity in business, education, the arts, been scheduled in Murray and
religion, government, community- Mayfield by the Western Dark
based organizations or ethnic and Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
The Murray market will sell
minority groups.
Monthly meetings are set up each Dec. 4, 11 and 18. The Mayfield
month at various locations through- market will sell Dec. 5, 12 and
out the west Kentucky area where 19.
In past years sales before Christparticipants share ideas and obtain
the latest information on such top- mas have tended to be better than
ics as agriculture, education, health those after the first of the year.
These sales days should procare and the aging population, government, justice, natural resources, vide ample marketing time for all
military and economic develop- producers who wish to sell before
Christmas. January sales will be
ment, and tourism and the arts.

CLAY WALKER

U40 Vent-free
Freestanding
Stove Features:
-AGA design certified, with
99.9% fuel efficiency
*Dual steel burners with a 10year limited warranty
*Consistent temperature monitoring thermostat modulates
between on/off and hightlow
settings
*Hourly fuel input utilizes
24,000 Btu on low setting and
40,000 Btu on high setti
'Fast and reliable Piezo ignition
*Six refractory logs include split wood twigs with realistic features and
glowing embers
'Cabinet is available in twn netural colors: Taupe and Charcoal Gray.,
cabinets have hidden controls
*Attractive three-skied screen and beautiful brass louvers are
*Automatic variable speed blower keeps warm air circulating

schools To -compete than-IWO-id- the
year. In addition, the team hosts
two shows at the West Kentucky
Livestock Exposition Center. The
first 003v w.a.S..N0,v, it-5—and..there
will be another show March 1011.
The members of the team work
hard each semester to raise funds
to make competition possible.
For more information on the
MSU Equestrian Team or show
schedule, contact coaches Brien
Terry or Don Delany at 762-3125.

Dark air cured tobacco sales
scheduled for Mayfield, Murray
announced at a later date.
Growers are encouraged to take
special precautions to insure their
tobacco is in proper order. Tobacco with too much moisture will
damage easily and usually the price
is discounted by the buyers.
Those producers flaking or baling dark air cured should be sure
they continue to class their tobacco properly and pay special attention to the moisture level.
For additional information, producers may contact Will E. Clark
at (270) 753-3341.

The MaxiHearth
Vent-free Fireplace
System Features:

VF24 Vent-free 24" Double Burner
Gas Log Set

SAVE 65

o types of heating: Blue flame
burner provides convection heat
and refractory logs generate radiant heat
"Directs 100% of the heat Into the
room,for maximum efficiency
+owl),fuel input utilizes 20,000
Btu on low setting and 32,000
Btit on high setting
*Fast and reliable push-button
Pipzo ignition
*Consistent temperature monitoring thermostat mod 1 ates between on/oft
and high/low settings
•Brick-patterened firebox creates. true morny look
'Thermostatically controlled blower '3utomatically circulates warm air Into the
room
*Oak log set has$11W embers for 8 r0888tic look
untings, a hearth base alone, or
.May fristaft with

and

premium wood

List Price $775.00

List Price $1,199.82

95

with a hearth base

• nd

arti
599"
HOME 8 AUTO
ISESE

GAS MOW=

Chestnut St.• 753-2571

-
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

/-/c4.1-Jo

zret

Just Say "Charge It"
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

020

/347.0'viti1_c1exav

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759.5177
CHILDREN'S
CONSIGNMENT

SALE
Nov. 15th - 18th
Benton National
Guard Armory
(acrossfrom Rio/-Mart
Sale of quality
children's clothing.
(new & used),
furniture, games,
equipment & toys.

•
•

For details and
consignor number call

lease:
Hunters
FOR
ATTENTION
Paradise Wildlife Refuge. Semi-retired technicians
270-489-2116 leave mes- Instruction and consultasage, will return call.
tionneeded in the areas of
family Industrial
RESEARCHING
Electricity
history and seeking infor- /Electronics, Mechanical
mation on grandfather, /Millwright Applications,
Bailey Thompkins Puckett, Troubleshooting,
etc.
and great grandfather, Premium wages. Call (270)
William Henry Puckett. 753-3919.
Also need information on DAIRY Herdsman, School
Puckett reunions in Trigg, of Agriculture- Dairy. 12
Calloway or Marshall coun- month position to begin
ties. Write Larry Puckett, November
20,2000.
297 Firecracker Road, Qualifications: Bachelor's
Slocomb, Alabama, 36375. degree in Agriculture, Al
proficient, experience in
milking, feeding and handling of Dairy Cattle.
Lost and Found
This
Responsibilities:
position is responsible for
FOUND: Cairn Terne
the overall operation of the
mixed @ Wal-Mart
diary herd. Managing dairy
11-5-00 492-8533
LOST: Female Irish Setter. herd and facilities, to
feeding.
Spayed, no collar. Lost include milking,
care
health
and
breeding
University area. 759-1228.
OWN a computer?
Put it to work
$500-$7,500 mo
www homeworkinternet corn

522-4252 or
759-3446
Don't Forget
To Bring pri
A Pen.
After Graduation,
You'll Be Writing
Your Own Ticket.

Vicky Pool Crafton
11/141960

•

C
;

Call and wish her a
Happy 40th Birthday

to
•
.1
•

P_ADUCAH
TECHNICAL

•

509 S. 30th St.
Paducah, KY
444-9676 or
1-800-995-4438
Email - ptcOhcis.net
Website: ptc-ky.corn
Education That Worio '

•

00NAL

Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. (7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan, Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement.
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator OP 762-1591
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET MURRAY - KENTUCKY 42071

Legals

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION

During my
recent car
,accident I wish z,
to thank my 1
manyfamily,
friends and
neighborsfor
all the cards,
flowers and
phone calls.
Gail Griffin 4
010
Legals

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
.1 public hearing on Tuesday. November 21,
2000 at 5:00 p.m. in the conference room at
the Murray Public Works building located at
200 Andrus Drive to review two requests to
annex a tract of land, owned by Agnes Gilson,
located at 800 River Road, and a tract of land,
owned by the Lakeland Apostolic Church,
located at 1653 N. 16th Street.
All interested persons are invited to attend
and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Comthission

NUR S , NG

270-767-3660

010

Card of Thanks

WestView

The Cool Water Works Inc. hereby gives
notice that, during the time period of 1996 &
1997, the water system failed to comply with
certain monitoring and reporting as required
by 401 KAR 8:010 through 8:700 inclusive.
The specific violations for the time period
are: lead and copper monitoring in 1996 was
taken in wrong month. No monitoring in
1997.
Any potential adverse health effects to an:,
segment(s) of the population could not lp
determined due to failure to comply with th.
monitoring requirements.
In most cases, monitoring violations do not
require the public to seek alternative water
supplies or take pteventive measures. If
alternative water supplies or preventive
measures are needed, the public shall be
notified immediately. Current monitoring
has been completed.
The Cool Water Works Inc. will take the
necessary action to reduce or eliminate monitoring violations. For more information,
contact Marty Futrell 753-7668 at Cool
Water Works Inc., 405 So. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.

• •

*. 1
(0
A*4I

•• 4• •

4

Mark Sallin
City Planner

••

•
••
••

Don't Worry. de ready to place a
HAPPY AD in the....

(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

Call 1270) 753-1916 to place your ad today!

p.m.

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

Special Price

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted
milking herd.
of the
Feeding and health care of
young stock. Maintenance
and cleanliness of equipand
ment
facilities.
Supervise dairy student
workers. Keep adequate
records of all dairy animals.
Application
Deadline:
November
10,2000. To Apply: Send
letter of application, vitae,
transcript and three current
professional letters of recommendation to Dr James
Rudolph, Interim Director,
School of Agriculture,
Murray State University,
213 South Oakley Applied
Ky
Murray,
Science,
42071-3345, Women and
minorities are encouraged
to apply. Equal education
and employment oppor1uraty, M/F/D, AA employer
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364

Help Wanted

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
he able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.

Staff Writer Needed
Daily newspaper seeks full-time
staff writer. Strong writing
skills a must.
Knowledge of AP style and layout
also required. Benefits package
available.
Murray Ledger & Times
Call Amy Wilson at
753-1916

JOB OPENINGS

Drivers
LOOK!!!!
Get your Class A CDL
In just 15 days!!
Great lob opportunities
Available with tuition reimbursement, if qualify.
Get on the road to a
New Career & Earn
Big Bucks!
Call 800-398-9908.
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
Progressive local (regional) telecommunications
firm seeks qualified applicants with background in
telecommunications operations, telecommunications
construction, or electronics. The employer does not
discriminate on the basis of
race, religion. color, sex.
age, national origin, or disability. Resumes accepted
until November 29,2000,
NO phone calls please
Respond to Personnel
West
Department,
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative. P. 0. Box
649, Mayfield, Ky. 420660649.

Jakel, Inc. has full time job openings available for their day and
night shifts. Jakel, Inc. offers health
and life insurance, paid holidays
and vacations. If you are interested
in working with a-company which
has never had a layoff, with benefits and can work one of the following shifts apply in person:
• Day Shift - 6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
(overtime usually available)
• Evening Shift - 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Monday-Friday
• 4 Hour Student Shift 5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Jakel, Inc.
700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY

FUNERALS
Dallas NVilloughby
're-.1rrangernent Specialist

Preplanning,
A Gift of Love
and Kindness. 270-753-2411
J.II. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

n
••••

INSURANCE

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Old Country Store

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available

*Cashier/Gift Shop

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A: $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental Insurance.
401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts.
Paid Vacations & More.

Cornmercial
Waste Disposal

Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENT'-

All Types if Refuse Service 14‘.

LEDGER & TINES

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads

060
Help *anted

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060

Notice

(40*. •
if':
The BIG 40!

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ms 00 minimum 1st day 10c per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper IToes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 extra for blind box ads
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Ad Deadlines

7534916

Display Ads
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121

800•585-6033
.
1
crackerbarrel corn

ROE
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCY
Bookkeeper
Murray Elementary School
Position Description: lb coordinate and

perform bookkeeping activities including
proper recording of accounts receivable and
accounts payable, budgeting, implementing
and following district and state procedures,
and analyzing and preparation of clear and
concise financial reports. lb perform clerical
and secretarial activities directly related to
the daily activities of a school.
Job Responsibilities: Perform complex

and responsible bookkeeping, clerical and
secretarial duties and process and maintain
all related data and documentation.
Qualifications: High school degree or GED;

Experience as a bookkeeper; Excellent computer skills; Quickbooks software and
MicroSoft Office; Ability to handle multiple
phone lines; Excellent interpersonal skills
using tact, patience, and courtesy; Excellent
oral and written communication skills;
Ability and desire to work with children;
Ability to work confidentially with discretion.

Business Rentals

Homes For Sale
5X8 Homesteader box
trailer/ramp $1200 Call
435-4512
FOR SALE New flatbed
for pickup. w/tool boxes
1974 International grain
dump truck, good condition. 753-1769.
FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
tree For more information
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N 4th St
759-0901
KIRBY vacuum 2 yrs. old
condition.
Excellent
$200.00 Call 382-2786
after 5PM.
NEW Hot-Tub $1600
270-527-5540
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
for
437-4877
details.November Special
8x 12 $825.
STRAW for sale. 1.75 bale
759-4718 753-4582.

To Apply: Applications may be picked up at
the Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071. Return completed
application and resume to the board office.

Applications must be received by the
close of business on Nov. 21, 2000.
LOOKING For
EMPLOYMENT
Opportunity
New Licensed Real Estate
Progressive local (region- trainees or prepared to get
telecommunications license for new office openal)
firm seeks applicants for ing in Murray. No experithe position of Telephone ence necessary. Call
436-5122.
Receptionist. This full time
entry level position is
SAFETY Advisors
responsible for answenng
$2500/ mo.
multiple lines and passing
Managers $3000/ mo
calls to proper person or
Maior company expanddepartment, maintaining
ing. Will train
list of staff not in the office, Call Monday- Wednesday
messages, and other
1-800-578-8799.
duties within busy office
WENDY'S in Murray is now
environment as needed.
hiring daytime help and
Experience with multi-line
night-time closers.
key system a plus. The
Apply in person, ask to
employer does not discnmspeak to a manager.
inate on the base of race.
2-4PM, M-F.
religion, color, sex, age,
national ongin, or disability.
Resumes must be sent to
Rural
West Kentucky
Telephone Cooperative, CLEANING houses is my
Personnel business. Call Linda. 759Attention
Department, P.O. Box 649, 9553.
Mayfield, Ky 42066-0649,
CUSTOM cleaning tailored
and must arrive before
to fit your cleaning needs.
November 29,2000. NO
available.
phone calls will be accept- Openings
ed concerning this position. References. Leave message. 474-8340.
midnights,
FULL-TIME
part-time evenings. Phone LOOKING For Houses &
and computer experience a Businesses To Clean Call
767-9026
must. Bring resume to
West Kentucky Answering NEEDED full time babysitService.104 N. 5th St. ter for 6 month old. To start
Dec. 2nd. Prefer small in
Suite 208 (Walnut Plaza)
IMMEDIATE Opening Part- home daycare. References
time housekeeping posi- required. Juli 753-1559.
tion. Apply at Days Inn. WILL babysit in my home
in Marshall County. Age's 3
753-6706.
up.
and
CARE/
TERM
LONG
Phone (270)527-7946
MEDICARE
WILL sit with the elderly
SUPPLEMENT
anytime .Excellent referSPECIALISTS
Fortune 500 Co. has ences. 436-5739.
immediate bpenings for
100
two reps to sell established
new
and
accounts.
Complete company benefits, extensive training proAT&T- Spnnt Payphone
gram and advancement
Routes, 50 Prime
opportunities. For confilocations. (local).
dential interview, please
Great Income
call
800-800-3470.
Kaye lnsco
HALLMARK Style Greeting
Monday-Wednesday.
Card Rte. 50 Proven loc's.
11/13 -11/15 at
(local) Proven Income.
901-642-8881
800-277-9424.
EOE/M-F
LOOKING for a honest,
friendly, dependable person to help at Portrait
Studio, Mon- Sat Apply at
Oakwood Studio Highway
121 north, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Oue

JUST
ARRWED
Blue Spruce
Norway Spruce
White Pine
Leyland Cypress
Dwf, Alberta Spruce
Capitata Yew
American Boxwood
Firepower Nandina
Pansies
Cabbage & Kale

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH paid for good. used
rifles. shotguns, 8 pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 121h, Murray

1997
NICE
EXTRA
FLEETWOOD 16x60, 2br.
2 bath with 10x12 storage
sell,
Must
building
$15,500 Call 759-1629
FOR rent or sale Owner
Finance 753-5405
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky. Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939

Apartments For Rent

Business Rentals

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT
900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy
Best suited for low traffic professional offici•

CALL 753-26338:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
320

3BR, $260 mo 753-6012
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre. $100/mo. 753
6012.
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park. "An Exceptional
Community". Spaces avail$95.00/mo.
at
able
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up City fire
and police protection, city
transit service. Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park. Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St. at
Canterbury and Westview
753-3855
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
300
Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

Apertments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down- 2BR Near MSU $325
town Murray starting at water furnished Coleman
$200/mo 753-4109
RE 759-4118
152 bedroom Apts
2BR, All utilities paid
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Close to MSU. Deposit &
902 Northwood Dr
lease. No pets. $390.
Monday,
759-4826.
Wednesday, Friday
2BR, Near MSU. New carPhone 759-4984
pet, paint & wallpaper
Equal Housing
C'H/A, $325 Also 2br.
Opportunity
$300. Coleman RE.
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
759-4118.
near MSU 753-1252 or
2BR townhouse Duiguid
753-0606
Dr $325/mo Coleman RE
1Br and 2Br Apartments 759-4118
Available November 15th
locatAll appliances furnished 3BR house, one bath
ed five miles east of
Call 759-4867 after 9pm
Murray near school. $400
1BR apt available, all appliper month, and a $400
ances furnished Mur-Cal
cleaning/securtiy deposit.
Realty. 753-4444
Rental application and an
1BR Apt., 3 miles East of ongoing thirty(30) day conenergy tract required. No pets. For
Very
Murray
Efficiency no pets Will appointment to see call
give some rent concentra- (270) 489-2456.
tion for minor repair up to
3BR duplex for rent C/H/A
one month $275 a month appliances, w/d hookup.
Call 753-8848 before 9pm new carpet and vinyl No
1BR. furrijshed. Low utili- pets 759-8200
ties. No pets. $225/mo.
View
753-3949.
FORREST
apt Apartments 1213 N. 16th
basement
1BR
furnished St., now accepting applicaEverything
except phone & cable 759- tions for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month.
5374
Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood. Office
753-1970. Equal
C/H/A, new carpet. 5375. Call
Opportunity.
Housing
Coleman RE. 759-4118.

NICE 2br, duplex New
vinyl
and
carpet
required
References
$325/mo + deposit 4354114
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
University Heights Apts
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts These apts are for
families disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282 Mon, Wed &
Thurs 9-5 1734 Campbell
Street Hearing impaired
1-800-648-6056
only
Housing
Equal
Opportunity
VACANT nicely decorated
1br. apt.
Also nice large apt. 2br.,
$450.00 rent, $450.00
deposit. No pets Call. 7535292.
WOW!
No waiting list'
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2,br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
LARGE
1br.
duplex.
Private area. Very clean,
off the road parking. 7538588.
NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex.
With stove, refrigerator,
microwave, W/D. Lawn
maintenance
included.
$475/mo. 753-9240
3BR., 2 bath, range, ref..
DAN, ceiling fans, central
H/A, includes water, blinds,
W/D hook up, 2 car
garage. $525/ mo rent +
$300 cleaning/ security
dep. References required.
No pets. 104 Williams.
Call Marge 759-5534
(work) 753-1586
8AM-2PM

25% OFF
All Christmas,
Gift & Garden
Items

410
0
4
Hoffman's
Hwy.94 East
759-4512

ANTIQUE couch, spinning
wheel, 2 beds, king size
canopy bed up right piano
328-8321
COUCH, matching chair,
two lamps. Good condition.
$150 OBO. 436-2675.
NEED FURNITURE?
I bet I have 01
Call 759-2599
and let me know what
you're looking for
Entertainment
NEW
Center. C/D rack. Gave
$500, will sell for $400
759-2495 after 5pm.

FORKLIFT 30001b power
sterling, air tires, good
brakes, new point, 19T
753-2533
210

436-5700

(#-(;-amb Brothers
Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup SeruicT

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

FIREWOOD Oak & some
hickory $35/rick 759-2316
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy. 436-2778

Roofing
Metal
barns & sheds. Metal

for houses,
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

10E SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?

Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

A
David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors
'Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
'Replace or repair water and drain Imes
'Install moisture barriers

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

DIFFERENT sizes and
years. suitable home, lake,
office. storage Going out
of business OBO 7538733 after 6pm
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building
12ft high sliding doors
plus more 1 mile from
lake 762-0032. 753-9961

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Rs Rad
19862 US Hwy 68 E
Aurora Duplex 2Br/ 5
rooms $450 a month, plus
1Br efficiency $250 a
month Newly remodel
near Kenlake State Park
800-531-2246
2 bedrooms, stove, refng
C/H/A, in Murray. Ref
Deposit No pets $375
492-8594
2-3BR., nice carpet, refrigerator, stove, washer, and
dryer. Fenced back yard
+
no pets $495/mo
deposit, lease 753-7920
4 rental houses in Murray.
Close to campus. 2 duplexes and one triplex. 1
zoned commercial. 7532479
LAKEWAY Lake Home. 3
Bedroom, 2 car garage
Month., $2000
$1200
deposit. (907)479-4935.

EASTSIDE
r
a
Li
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

AKC 3 Rottvveder
Good natural, shots
Call 436-6367
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
LOVING AKC Bichon Frige
puppies. Male & female.
Also one 7 months old
female, and 20 month
male. 759-8147.

PEGGY'S Dog Grooming
Making holiday appointSMALL, clean 2br., 1 bath, ments now! 753-2915
Golden
self-cleaning REGISTERED
includes
range, microwave, dish- Retriever puppies $225 00
washer, ref., ceiling fans, 247-4048
W/D hook-up, central H/A.
blinds & curtains, separate
dining room. References
required. $500/mo rent + Gentle 4 yr old paint pony,
$300 security / cleaning will hold until Christmas.
deposit. No pets. 321 S.
$650. 753-0062
13th St. Available now. Call
MINATURE Donkey, for
Marge
sale or trade 436-5068.
(home) 759-5534
Leave name & number
work) 753-1586 8am-2pm
Reel Estate

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

HALEY Professional
Appraising.
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?
Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927 visA

Phone (270) 759-4734

CARPET CI
FLOORING
CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

C't

WE DOT Over 34 Years

F

Experience!

CAR

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

0

Visit Our Showroom Today

P/us...all other home improvements
T & FL OR C IV RI

753-7728

l
Hey 64Flioi
N south of
500moyiartis
1/2
Mum to Torn Taylor Rd

Tom
Taylor
Rd

triurTBY
Z

-4

*
I
Krwght's
rHazel KY

13d13V3•000MG8111-1• lANIA • 3111 d8403• 3111 011VA:130

WiriTICES OFFERED
ii
A
a trzb 13r-Yatherts

-MovingCross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

A,
HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

74-lidricao Slaidard e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
$29,900! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br, 2 bath, landscaped acre lot Storage
building. Evenings
753-0902
1995 Cavalier- 16x80
Excellent Condition 3br, 2
bath. AC, DW, all appliances Smoke and pet free
environment 767-9796
3BR with addition east
Asking
side of town
$27,000 Call after 5 nr
436-6368 or 753-7889
96, 1680 Clayton, 3br,
bath Extra nice 753-7823

1

4br, Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX On Single Lot
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br. appliances
including dishwasher &
hook up $325/ month
753-8096 or 753-2633

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Firewood
A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
nck delivered 437-4718 or
753-2443.

Apartments For Rent

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!
EXTERIOR
TREE
At „It CLEANING
R°°
SERVICES

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
TRACTOR for sale M4700.
42hp, 4- wheel drive, 7539400 435-4214.

I

no

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Serving The Area For 27 Years i

Equisimont

COMPAQ computer & 17"
monitor. Pentium processor 10.2 hard drive. $475
753-8630
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
PHYSICAL Therapist. fulltime position with excellent Don't be left out lust
benefits, flexible schedule, because you have an
mail or fax resume to MCH, Apple computer. Call the
Box 630, Benton, Ky Mac Doc! Hard drives,
Internet
connections.
42025,(270)527-4853
modems,
software
MEDICAL Librarian
upgrades, printing probWestern Baptist Hospital is lems, whatever. I can help!
seeking candidates for the 753-5778
position
of
Medical
KELLERS
Librarian
Requirements
COMPUTER PLACE.
include a Master's in
New Hardware, Software
Library
Science, ALA
Upgrades & Free
accreditation and a miniEstimates lafrdWest
mum of two years expenInternet On 121S
ence AHIP is preferred
436-5933.
Excellent oral, written and
9a m -7p m
interpersonal skills are a
Mon-Sat
must
Visa/ Mastercard
Apply to
MOM COMPUTERS
Human Resources
A. Certified Technician
2501 Kentucky Ave •
On site service
Paducah. Ky 42003
759.3556
EOE
MURRAY 96 hour Principal
Real Estate License Night.
Classes
beginning
December 4th Class start
time. 5'30- 9 15pm MonTueWed.
Through
February 2nd Credit cards
welcome Now enrolling
high pass ratio Free information Phone 270-7920778 Fax 270-586-8063.
Debris Adams School.
American Career Training
since 1992 Approved by
Kentucky Real Estate
Commission
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Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

HOME
SECURITY

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

$29.99 Monthly Services/Monitonng Fee
Service and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St. • 753-0530

We Service All Brands
Certified 7'VA Heat Pump Contractor License tim02182

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

530

460

Used Cars

Homes For Sate
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

4BRS , 2 bath brick home 2000 BMW 232-1 12K, like
Fenced lot, near MSU new $28,600 or $3500
Upper 90's 270-759-0130. down, take over lease
COZY 3Bt. 2 bath home' $374/mo Call 753-7673
Ideal for retired couples' after 6PM
Mature trees and tenced 2000 Chrysler Concord
backyard ' Central gas SE 19,xxx. garnet red,
heat " One car garage' 4dr,, charcoal, interior
Call 753-3903 after 5.00
Excellent condition Call
382-2786 after 5pm
84 Mercedes 300, 5sp,
Auto Parts
garage kept, 2nd owner
350 motor, short block, fully loaded mint condition,
$6,700, OBO (270)767been rebuilt 759-5374
0062

DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides
Restricted Various size
tracts available 5 minutes
west of town You have to
see to appreciate Call
today for your private
showing 753-2905
LAND for Sale 2 5 acres.
in county subdivision,
underground utilities 7538249 $14,000
LOTS for sale Starling at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

97, 626 Mazda. Fully
loaded, 4dr. must sell
1986 CHEVY Blazer 2dr, 2- Nice. 753-7823.
4w/d with auto & air 2.8L v- EXCEPTIONALLY
nice
6 runs good. $1699. Call 1989 Cadillac
Eldorado,
436-2910.
$3.500.00, 1601 Loch

Acreage

1995
JEEP
Grand Lomond, 753-3704, will
Cherokee Laredo Loaded, guarantee car
$9,500 obo 753-6885

55 wooded acres 8 miles
west of Hazel on Stateline
Rd Red gates on left.
$45,000. 9014-837-7595.
ACREAGE Hunting land
Lots, eight of them surveyed from 4.8 to 26.5
acres total 115 acres Sell
any or all Terms. 7539302.

Jeep
1996
Grand
Cherokee. $10.500. Call
767-0111_

Vans

1999 Ford Windstar van
SHARP red & silver, 89 4dr,, hunter green, dual air,
Bronco, excellent, good luggage
rack
20,300
tires $2,450 753-9302
miles $17,400 Must sell!
247-5265

Used Cars
Used Trucks
1986 Lincoln Town car. 60x
miles Beautiful Leather Int 1997 Red Chevy truck. LW
Sale or trade (270)436- AC, At. tilt, & CR. 97,xxx
miles. $8,300.00
2388
A-1 condition. 759-1252.
1987 DODGE Lancer
$550 492-8485 767-3674 95 GMC Sierra truck, light
body damage. 51,xxx
ask for Dawn
miles. $7,000 (270)7591990 Buick Skylark. white.
4462
4 cyl , 4 Dr. automatic, PW,
air conditioner. Good condition.
50,xxx
miles.
Callipers
$3,500. Call (270)3956711 after 5pm,
FOR sale or trade slide in
1990
Olds
Regency camper $550 753-0062
Brougham, 4dr. Burgundy, WINNEBAGO, CLASS A
loaded w/ options, excel- 26 FT. 1988, 56K. 454
lent condition. 753-1769.
excellent condition. Been
1992 Ford Taurus Station redecorated and carpet
Wagon. $4,000 Can be new tires Sale or trade
seen at Ottway Signs, 4th (270)436-2388
and Chestnut St Call 7539998 or 436-2902
Boats & Motors
1993 Mercury Cougar XL7,
Green, V6, automatic, 15' Fiberglass Fishing
loaded,
tint
Good Boat. 50 hp Mercury with
Condition, 119,xxx miles, power trim Depth finder
$4.250 Call (270)395- and
trolling
motor.
6711 after 5pm
Excellent condition garage

1991, 3br, 2 bath brick
ranch. On 1 acre corner lo
in Candlelight Estates.
Priced to sell at $92,000.
Call 753-3372 for an
appointment.
2 BR. 1 bath,brick ranch,
hardwood, privacy fence,
new roof, 9x14 storage
building, lots of updates.
Asking $48,000. 759-9417.
3 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 car
garage, 1.8 acres Lynn
Grove
753-9400 435-4214
3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre
5 minutes from town 10
minutes
from
lake
Outbuildings,
mature
shade, C/H/A, new beige
burber carpet, appliances.
$58,500. 270-436-5695 or
753-4487. Good rental
investment.
3YR., old home with lifetime vinyl, red metal roof
on 2 acres. C/H/A. 3bdrms,
2 1/2 baths, great room.
dining room kitchen, breakfast bay Front and rear
porches.
Master
suite/whirlpool and walk-in
cloSetS.Dak tnm4 cusfom
cabinets throughout. 2 car
garage/ bonus room. Lots
of attic storage Detached 2
car garage 1/2 bath &
upstairs storage r- fcio1
room Imprinted concrete
patio and walks. $165.000
489-2441
759-4427.
DUPLEX for sale.
Moving & must sell. 2
blocks from campus. 2br.,
1 1/2 bath, HW floors, all
appliances, decks, wooded
lot. Excellent investment.
$129,000. By appt. only
Call 615-834-1851 after
5PM.
LOVELY new home for
sale. Many features make
it an attractive offering for
the discerning buyer. The
interior has all the amenities of the finest executive
home. Call 753-3903 after
5;00.
MOVING must sell. 2/3 BR
(open loft) 1 bth, vinyl siding home on 3.68 acres.
1,900+
sf.
detached
garage, sm stables, & lg.
work shop. Newly built Ig
front porch and remodeling
in progress. Large shade
trees, close to lake access.
OBO.
$79,900
Call
(270)436-5845.

1995 Pontiac Bonneville
Excellent condition $5500
753-7428
1995 Toyota Camry LE,
Dark green exterior. Power
windows, locks & moonroof, CD/cassette player;
164,000 highway miles;
$6,500 call (270)759-5070.

rvices Offered

OtArso

PRICE REDUCED!
1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
w/large deck, 2 car garage
Open floor plan Priced to
selll 759-9874
309-837-1334

NEED A CAR?
Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOA PHONE
DEF

3
MNO

6

FREE!
Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050

psycHic,READINos
ADVISES IN ALL
PROBLEMS OF LIFE

TELLS PAST,
PRESENT AND FUTURE

/
7
44 "If4#t
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years.

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

767-0508

EW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of living space 8 C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck •5 bedrooms •3 baths
•oak cabinets. Price

reduced $159,900.
527-5460 or 354-8966

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)

•Steady income history
P

A

Liure!

YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

763-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

_

_

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb Al
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
Doors installed, vinyl siding
& aluminum trim, roofing.
shingles & metal roofs.
Replacement
windows,
additions, garages, decks,
pole barns
Free Estimates.
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING/
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

rvices Offered

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

Carpentry,
ALL
TRIPP'S
Electrical. Home building,
Backhoe Service
remodeling
additions,
Septic
System's,
Rotten floors, sagging Foundation's, Driveway's,
roofs. Home & Mobile Hauling, Land Clearing
siding
vinyl
repair,
436-2778
Chimney References. Call Larry
Chim
CHIM
TUCKER LAWN CARE
Nimmo.
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
SERVICES
10°. SR Discount We sell 753-9372, 753-0353
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
chimney caps and screens
Including clipping removal, dethatchANTENNAS
Tracy Manning 435-4006
RV's, TV Towers, rotors. ing, aeration, overseeding
COTTAGE Grove Tn. Deer amplifiers, and acces- &
fertilization,
bed
processing 901-782-3453 sories
mulching Free Estimates
Direct
TV
&
Network
Dish
$42.00 processing fee
759-9609
Satellite Systems, Sales,
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
LEAVES,
LEAVES,
and Installation
Siding. Quality Work. Free Service
LEAVES!
Antenna
Beasley's
Estimates. Over 25 Years
LEAF your leaves to us
& Satellite,
Experience.
Gerald
Leaf removal or mulching
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
Walters. 753-2592.
Call David at Beechy
502-759-0901.
Creek Grounds Maintence
ELECTRICAL
Asphalt Seal Coating
New construction,
436-5085
Travis Asphalt
remodeling, or lust replac559-5943 cell
Sealing
ing a switch
LEE'S
•Driveways
Licensed & Insured
CARPET
*Parking lots
753-0834
CLEANING
*Striping
Carpets. upholstery &
FREE ESTIMATES
ELECTRICAL Services
Emergency
Water
753-2279
No lob to small and no
Removal Serving Murray
residential lob to big
BACKHOE SERVICE
Since
1970.
Free
Please Call (270)474-0880 ROY HILL Septic system, Estimates
Satisfaction
drive-ways, hauling, foun- Guaranteed.
FENCING
753-5827
Midway Fence Company. dations, etc 436-2113
Chain Iii k, custom wood BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
privacy fences, installation All work guaranteed. Free
Free Column
and repairs at reasonable estimates. Call 753-1308
prices Insured.
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs SHEPHERD/ Basset mix
()clue Farley. 759-1519.
wanted No iob too small
puppies. First shots &
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Give us a call Yes we wormed. 759-4599
Trimming, removal, stump
clean gutters
FREE Kittens and adult
grinding, firewood. Insured
Phone 436-5759
calico fixed. 759-8850.
489-2839.
Concrete
INSULATED
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
Forms Basements, walls,
We also build driveway &
foundation retainer walls
roads
Jimmy Bucy 753-7457,
270-437-4838
Rudy Tripp 436-2778
GUTTERS:
U-haul off
Seamless Aluminum
Ledger &
Murray
Your
Ad
Gutters. Variety of colors.
Times
Free estimates.
Could Be
West Ky Seamless
Here!
Gutters. 753-0278.

FREE
PALLETS

PEPP'Eiff
Chrysler - Plymouth - Dodge - Jeep

ZER,C)
Interest
on select 2000 model cars

2001 Dodge 1500 SLT

753-1916

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Nov.
14, 2000:
Your opinions count — not only to you,
but also to those around you. Share your
ideas more often. Play devil's advocate.
You also gain through your ability to
express your feelings in a canng way. If
you are single, you draw others to you
because of your bright ways and caring
words. You want a relationship with a
great deal of depth. If you are attached,
use your great style of communication to
create more understanding CANCER
encourages you to travel.

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
1996 Mazda 626/ES.
Siitir6ot "leather: —73R
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
miles. $6,950.00 753-0114. Decks. Home Additions,
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
1996 Town & Country LXl. Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
5-Dynamic:
Have:
4-Positive:
Green/ Gold trim. leather, Garages, Carports, Pole
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
Cd/ cassette, keyless Barns, Metal Buildings.
entry, aluminum
alloy Fencing. Hardwood Floors
&
Finished. ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
wheels, Loaded! 759-1874 Installed
*** Though focused on gain, you
Workmanship.
Quality
Am or 759-4561 Pm
Rates. could easily be distracted by present
1997 Oldsmobile Achiva Affordable
events. Listen carefully to a partner who
SL, good condition. Must Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
• gives you powerful advice. Nervous
sell. 753-8908.
AFFORDABLE Hauling, energy could fuel your drive and deci'95 Dodge Intrepid All tree work, cleaning out sions. Avoid letting another be the brunt
power. $7000 00 753- sheds, gutters, etc
of frustrations. Tonight: Talk up a storm.
3557
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
436-2867

OUTSTANDING Home in
Canterbury
Estates.
Immediate
possession.
4br, 21/2 baths. 1520
Canterbury.
436-5922.

WE SHOW

kept. $2000. 759-1094 or
753-9544 after 5p m.

Services &tared
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**** Communication feeds your natural creativity and ingenuity. Though you
might not always have the answers, you
explore options carefully. You might not
see eye to eye with a child or loved one.
Don't allow irritation to build up.
Tonight: Browse a favorite store.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Expenses swing upward, even
though you are creative with work and
funds. Explore a moneymaking option.
Be willing to put in extra hours or take a
special class. You'll only gain through
increasing your expertise. Tonight: Kick
up your heels with a fun friend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Allow your personality to
speak. Others see your intentions and
caring. Though you might be prone to
excess, and another cheers you on, you
still might need to halt spending.
Understand what motivates you and others. Tonight: See what a family member
thinks. You don't need to agree
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Think before deciding to let go.
Add that extra touch to another's day.
Ask for what you need, with the full
expectation of getting just that. Use care
with another. You could say something
harsh, or vice versa. Pull back. Tonight:
Make it a night for yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim for what you want. You
might be especially effective when deal-

V

ing with others in groups and directly.
Not everyone sees eye to eye with you. A
loved one or child puts you on a pedestal.
Enjoy it up there before you tumble off!
Express ideas. Tonight: Where the
crowds are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You could be coming off a lot
more strongly than you realize. Question
choices carefully without causing an
unnecessary uproar. Someone might disagree with you. Discuss money and making More of it. In this area, you see eye to
eye with an associate or boss. Make a
must appearance. Tonight: Work late.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
**.* *. _Another zeros . in. on. what is
important. Though you could be annoyed
by what appears to be another's intrusive
behavior, think twice before saying anything. Force yourself to take an
overview. Understanding opens new
doors and allows for a better work climate. Tonight: Put your best foot forward.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Evaluate what is happening
within a relationship. You might not be
sure about what you want with a partner,
but be smart. Don't burn any bridges just
yet. Extremes mark your finances. Your
inner voice suggests which direction to
go with another. Halt spending if need
be. Tonight: Say yes to a loved one
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your decisions go to extremes.
Allow your softer side to come into play
with others. A boss, however, expects
productivity and demands. You can use
all your charms, but you might never
decide what to do. Schedule an important
meeting. Aim high. and aim for what you
want. Tonight: Go along with another's
plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You feel encouraged by your
work. Push for your goals as hard as you
need to. You could easily be overwhelmed by news from a distance.
Rather than becoming contentious, ask
for feedback. Don't hold in your feelings.
Tonight: Off to the gym.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
***** Call upon your ingenuity to
find solutions. Do not accept a "no."
Know what you want and where you are
heading. Another gives you an important
perspective. Someone shares his feelings. Be sensitive to him. Your innate
creativity comes out with a loved one
Tonight: Let the good times roll.
BORN TODAY
England's Prince Charles (1948), King
Hussein of Jordan (1935), singer Nina
Gordon (1962)
•* *

HONESTY
THE
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msRP $22,145

$17,995 4'

2000 Dodge Caravan
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your past. The issue is their present and
future. How you respond is entirely up to you
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(Perhaps tell them when they're older) What's
important now is that your kids understand that you
don't want them to use drugs. Studies show that
parents who give their kids Clear rules and
reward them for good behavior are far more
effective in keeping their kids off drugs than those
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DR_ GOTT

DEAR ABBY

cle, as seen in arteriosclerosis, or
from direct toxic effects on the muscle
DEAR DR. GOTT: Last winter I had from vitamin deficiency, alcohol abuse
numerous nosebleeds without warn- or primary diseases of heart muscle
ing. An ENT specialist found no prob- (cardiomyopathy). If detected early,
lem. X-rays and a CT scan were nega- dilation can successfully be treated
tive. Could our wood-burning stove be with drugs, such as digitalis, to
strengthen cardiac muscle.
the cause?
Unfortunately, advanced dilation is
DEAR READER: Most nosebleeds
are due to thinning, dryness or injury almost impossible to correct because
of the delicate lining of the nostrils, the muscle has become irreparably
especially in the area of the septum, damaged and permanently stretched,
much like a rubber band that loses its
which separates the nostrils.
In winter, dry, cold air will dehy- elasticity. Abnormal hypertrophy usudrate the nasal lining, causing crack- ally leads to dilation, the serious end
ing and bleeding that may be wors- result of a damaged heart.
ened by home heating with wood.
Therefore, the answer to your quesAlso, upper respiratory infections are
depends on the type of enlargetion
more prevalent during winter months
ment.
A healthy athlete with a big
and can contribute to nasal conges- heart can move furniture and carry
tion and nosebleeds.
heavy objects until the cows come
Most nosebleeds are easily treated home.
with direct pressure (pinching the
Increasing the work of a weak, dilatnostrils together) and decongestant
nose sprays. Cautery (burning the ed heart, however, is extremely danbleeding vessel) may be necessary in gerous and can lead to heart failure.
The heart has already failed to comsevere or resistant cases.
workload; a furDEAR DR. GOTT: What can you tell pensate for a normal
cardiac demands will
me about an enlarged heart? Does ther increase in
strenuous work, such as moving accelerate cardiac deterioration and
you
heavy furniture or carrying heavy worsen heart function. To give
sending you
things, cause additional enlargement? related information, I am
a copy of my Health Report
DEAR READER: The heart "Understanding Heart Disease."
enlarges either by hypertrophy or by Other readers who would like a copy
dilation. Hypertrophy means growth should send $2 plus a long, selfof heart muscle. This can be normal addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
or abnormal. For example, well- Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
trained athletes exhibit physiological York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
muscle the title.
hypertrophy: Cardiac
becomes larger and stronger to
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn,
accommodate the increase in physical
activity. Most athletes have large,
DR. GOTT
slowly beating hearts that indicate
adaptation to training, a natural phenomenon.
PETER
On the other hand, cardiac muscle
GOTT, M.D.
can grow and hypertrophy when the
heart must overwork against resistance, such as high blood pressure or
a narrow valve. This situation is dangerous unless corrected, because,
over time, the heart muscle loses its
ability to adapt; it weakens and fails.
This is the reason hypertension and
valvular disease must be treated in
order to protect the heart from literally working itself to death.
Dilation means that cardiac muscle
has lost its reserve and tone,
stretched and become inefficient. This
is always abnormal.
A large, dilated heart is a cardinal
sign of heart failure. It can result from
inadequate oxygen supply to the musBy Peter H. Gott, M.D.

LOOKING BACK

write to them, others are alone. I
volunteer a couple of days a week at
a veterans home in Oregon. I drive
their recreational bus for field trips
and help with the needs of the veterans while we're on trips. However, there are many other needs volunteers could fill: reading to veterans, writing letters for them, or just
spending a little time visiting with
them.
If some of your readers would
like to help and there are no nearby
veteran facilities, the American
Legion, the VFW or the library can
provide an address to which they
can send cards and letters. Veterans hospitals are located all over
the United States.
Thank you for considering an
extension to your Operation Dear
Abby.
BONNIE L. KENDALL,
DALLESPORT, WASH

DEAR ABBY: To those who wonder, Can people fall back in love
after having an affair?" the answer
is yes. Here's what happened to me:
Six years ago, my wife found out
that I had been having an affair
with a woman at work for more
than three years. Her husband
called my wife and told her all the
details. It happened five days before
Christmas, and I had to call both
our families to explain why we
would not be attending the holiday
gatherings. I also had to explain to
our teen-age daughter why I was
moving out of our home.
We are a very close family, and
when I faced the ugliness of what I
had done and the hurt I caused, I
realized what a fool I'd been.
After convincing my wife that I
would do absolutely anything to
stay married to her, she allowed me
to move back home and seemed
willing to give it a try.
We worked with a wonderful
counselor who helped us to rediscover each other, and we fell in love
all over again — 25 years after we'd
done it the first time. We also
became best friends, and truly have
a dream marriage now.
Abby, I will always feel guilt and
sadness about what I did. However,
love and forgiveness gave us a way
to begin again.
BLESSED IN ALABAMA

Ten years ago
Daytha McCallon of Kirksey has
been named the 1991 Kentucky
Mother of the Year by American
Mothers Inc. at its state meeting at
Lexington. She was nominated by
Kirksey Methodist Men's Club. The
wife of the late Jewell McCallon,
she is the mother of three daughters,
Martha, Margaret and Marilynn
McCallon, and one son, Dale
McCallon.
A feature story about Roy
Gresham, driver for Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' program, is published. The story is by
Staff Writer Kris Fazi.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Darnall
were married 50 years Nov. 11.
Twenty years ago
Jimmy Nix, a veteran educator
with 10 years service in the Calloway County School System, has
been named "Educator of the Year"
by the Kentucky Jaycees. He was
nominated by the Murray-Calloway
Jaycees.
The final fund-raising marathon
for Murray High School Band's trip
to the Macy's thanksgiving Day Parade will be Nov. 15. This will be a
"Buy-A-Mile Day."
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee White, Oct.
30.
Thirty years ago
John Baxter Bilbrey, Kenneth
Neal Carson, Mary S. Farmer,
Linda Harris Gilmore, Donna Honcho', Andrea Kay Kemper, Michael
Thomas Mumfold, David Earl
McKee, Kathy J. Rayburn, Kay
Pinkley Roedemeier, Rebecca J.
Tarry and Patsy Ann Tharp, all of

DEAR BONNIE: That's a terrific idea. We owe our freedom
to our veterans. But why stop
with volunteering during the
holidays? Volunteering 12
months a year — if possible —
would be a meaningful gift to
those who sacrificed so much
for us.
Readers, our veterans are
waiting and they need you. The
time you give them will be
much appreciated. You'll get
more than you give by volunteering. I always have.

DEAR BLESSED: That must
have been one chilly Christmas. I'm pleased your story has
***
a happy ending.
Many people will be reasTo receive a collection of' Abby's moot
sured by your testimonial that memorable — and most frequently
a marriage can survive after requested — poems and essays, send a
infidelity has been uncovered. business-size, self-addressed envelope,
The most important ingredient plus check or money order for $3.95
for a successful marriage is ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
two people who really need "Keepers,"
IL 131054-0447.(Postage is included.)
each other. That understood,
with counseling and both parties willing to work at rebuildCONTRACT BRIDGE
ing their relationship, there's
no reason for a reconciliation West dealer.
of clubs, which held. He then led
to fail.
East-West vulnerable.
another club, taken by Ivar
NORTH
***
Stakgold (East) with the king.
•K Q 7 3
When Stakgold next returned
V Q 83
the five ofhearts,Belladonna played
DEAR ABBY: Operation Dear
•Q 104
a diamond!Leonard Harmon(West)
41054
Abby, your annual call for letters to
naturally assumed East had the
WEST
servicepersons stationed on foreign
EAST
only raissing heart, so he played
soil during the holidays, should be + 10542
+ J 9 86
the nine, allowing dummy to win
extended to include veterans in hos- V A 10 9 7 4 2
VJ5
with the queen.
pitals and nursing homes.
•KJ 2
•A 9 8 6
At this point, North asked BelAlthough many of these veterans 4—
4K 7 6
ladonna whether he had any hearts.
have family and friends to visit and
SOUTH
Belladonna said yes, and the direcA
tor was called. He ruled, in accorICb Ink. IL_ler
V K6
IVI I
dance with the laws, that South
.
753
must substitute the heart six for
Etl_CHINICOIE
• Q J 98 3 2
the diamond three. Harmon was
The bidding:
also allowed to change his play— as
West
North East
South stipulated by the laws — from the
orTpERS SAID NOT
SAID YOU SHOULD
TO WORRY ABOUT
Pass
Pass
Pass
GET PLENTY OF REST
1 *0)
heart nine Ui-the heart ace.
GOING TO WORK
AND ',RINK LOTS
1 IP
1+
1 NT 3NT(!)
But dummy's queen play could
ToOAY
OF JUICE
Opening lead — seven of hearts.
not be changed, since it was a legal
play. So Harmon cashed five heart
Board No.54 ofthe 1959'Italy- tricks, and Belladonna eventuptly__
US Match was the Most amaz- finished- down
ing deal of the tournament. The
At the other table, Harry
110A cw".
final contract at both tables was Fishbein was South for the United
three notrump, and the opening States. He won the heart lead with
,
lead was also the same. With the king and also played the A-Q-J
proper defense, it seemed likely of clubs. East took the king and
that the contract would gr, down could have defeated the contract by
4.1M11
one. However,the Italian declarer returning a spade, but he led a
finished down six, while the U.S. heart instead.
IC ATI-1V
declarer wound up with two
West won with the ace and
overtricks!
returned
a heart, and Fishbein had
NOT Li5TERING!
TrA FINISHED WITH 40U
I'VE MOVED ON'
ANOTHER 0,14, ANOTHER
These strange goings-on re- nine tricks. Both defenders then
NOT HEARING!
AND IRVING ! TVE
IT'S OVER OR ME,
UNSUCCESSFUL BREAKUP.
quire some explanation. When kept their spades as the clubs were
DO NU WANT
WASTED ENOUGH OF Itti
DO YOU UNDERSTAND ??
Giorgio Belladonna became de- rim, and Fishbein won the last two
TO KNOW!,
LIVE ANALYZING- AND
WELL,
OVER! OVER! OVER!
clarer for Italy after the auction tricks with the 7-5 of diamonds to
SCHEMING! I WANT OUT!
WHAT
FIRST
shown, he won the heart lead conclude one of the weirdest hands
HAPPENED??
HE.
with the king and played the A-Q in world championship history.
Tomorrow: The devil and the deep blue sea.

For att the
business news read
the Ledger & Times
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35 Odin's
brother
36 Whimsical
38 Conceit
39 Moccasin
40 Film alien
41 Food
additive
(abbr.)
42 Elegant
43 Deity
45 Torrid
46 Mal de —
47 Negative
prefix
48 Dry, as wine
49 — — arms
52 Ms. Home
54 Wife of Zeus
56 Blackbird
57 Rich soil
58 Vast period
of time
59 — Chaney

1 Curved letter
4 Chess piece
8 Radar
screen
image
12 Which
person?
13 "— La
Douce"
14 First rate
(hyph.)
15 Weirder
17 TV network
19 — dente
20 Click beetle
21 Greek letter
22 Sault —
Mane
23 Raise —
(cause much
trouble)
25 Spanish
relative
26 Apiece
(abbr.)
27 In addition
28 Cul-de- —
29 Kirstie
32 Army off.
33 Medieval
form of
chemistry
1

ill3

12S
15

PEANUTS
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CI CICIL2C1 10130121
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111012 111511 12 0
CHEM BIM MEI
En ElLl R()Me
MO MODEIDEIM UM
BUBO HIM EIWO
BEI OOP 11000
I!I
NEMDWM°1:91MM#00
MOM
13E111113 MEM @ R
11-13 © 2000 United Feature Syndicate
5 Part of ETA
6 Shatner's
first name
(abbr.)
7 Tortilla chip
8 — relief
9 Behold!
10 — — the wire
11 Soccer great
16 Electrified
particle

DOWN
1 Female
sheep
2 Haggard
heroine
3 Mangy
4 Landing
place
II=7

8

13

9

10

11

14

16

17

ill

19
.

III
II24

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ill

ill .
a
di
IIu.ill
dl
ill
a
iii
mid aill iir
„a
I.
ilu.
iu
ill dill

30

''

32

36

36•

ill

uu

52

ill

dUU

ill

4r.

18 Jackson or
Derek
21 Most
elaborate
22 Mr Mineo
23 Fleshy part of
the leg
24 Square
column
25 'Tic —
Dough"
26 Ron or Rick
28 Cunning
29 Latin I word
30 Gabor, et al
31 Gagging
sound
33 Perform
34 — too young
37 'Waking —
Devine"
39 Doorway
41 Chocolate
brown
42 Edible seed
43 Liquid
measure
44 Margarine
45 That man
46 Mournful
sound of pain
48 Uncle —
49 — -Magnon
50 Yoko —
51 Stabilizing
protection
53 Sodium
symbol
55 Engineer's
deg

Murray, are students named by
Murray State University for "Who's
Who Among American Universities
and Colleges."
Fire destroyed the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Dwain Bennett near Hickory Grove Church of Christ on Nov.
8.
Forty years ago
A new city elementary school
will be built on 5 1/2 acres south of
the Leonard Vaughn and Minnie
Doran homes on Main Street and
west of South 16th Street, according
to Maurice Ryan of the Murray
Board of Education. Six rooms will
be built now and six other rooms
will added at a later date.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Perry, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Garlon Hall, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Lampo, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Todd and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.W. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Byers will
be married 50 years Nov. 16.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court
opened its November session this
morning with Judge Ira D. Smith
presiding. Named to the grand jury
were Cecil Thurmond, foreman,
Dwight Boyd, Rudy Barnett, J.D.
Wilson, O.L. Beach, Doris Ezell,
Carl Usrey, Wybert Morris, John
Whitnell, Noble Hopkins, Greg
Miller and Gaylon West.
Mrs. Bun Swann presented a lesson on "Refinishing Furniture" at a
meeting of the Lynn Grove Homemakers Club held in the home of
Mrs. Hansford Doran

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 13, the
318th day of 2000. There are 48
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 13, 1789, Benjamin
Franklin wrote a letter to a friend in
which he said, "In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except
death and taxes."
On this date:
In 1940, the Walt Disney animated movie "Fantasia" had its
world premiere in New York.
In 1942, the minimum draft age
was lowered from 21 to 18.
In 1956, the Supreme Court
struck down laws ealling-for racial
segregation on public buses.
In 1969, speaking in Des Moines,
Iowa, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew accused network television
news-departments of bias an
In 1977, the comic strip "Li'l Abner" by Al Capp appeared in newspapers for the last time.
In 1982, the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial was dedicated in Washington.
One year ago: The Navy recovered the cockpit voice recorder from
EgyptAir Flight 990, which crashed
into the Atlantic Ocean Oct. 31 with
the loss of all 217 people aboard.
Lennox Lewis became the undisputed heavyweight champion of the
world, winning a unanimous decision over Evander Holyfield in Las
Vegas. Donald Mills, last surviving
member of the singing Mills Brothers, died in Los Angeles at age 84.
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The Insurance Center
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"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore
NATIONAL

FOOTBALL LEAGUE

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Miami
Indianapolis
Buffalo
N Y Jets
New England

2
0
8
7
3 0
4
6
0
4
6
0
0
2
8
Central
W
L
T
Tennessee
8
2
0
Baltimore
7
4
0
Pittsburgh
5
5
0
Jacksonville
3
7
0
Cleveland
3
8
0
Cincinnati
2
8
0
West
W
L
T
Oakland
8
1
0
Denver
5
4
0
Kansas City
5
5
0
Seattle
4
7
0
San Diego
0 10
0
Sunday's Games
Detroit 13, Atlanta 10
Buffalo 20, Chicago 3
Dallas 23. Cincinnati 6
New Orleans 20, Carolina 10
Seattle 28, Jacksonville 21
Baltimore 24. Tennessee 23
Minnesota 31, Arizona 14,
Cleveland 19, New England 11
Philadelphia 26, Pittsburgh 23. OT
Miami 17, San Diego 7
San Francisco 21, Kansas City 7
St. Louis 38, N.Y. Giants 24
Tampa Bay 20, Green Bay 15
Indianapolis 23, N.Y. Jets 15
OPEN: Washington
Today's Game
Oakland at Denver, 8 p.m.

753-8355

Pct.
.800
700
600
600
200
Pct.
800
636
500
300
273
200
Pct.
889
556
500
364
000

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
7
3
0
'N Y Giants
Philadelphia
7
4
0
Washington
6
4
0
4
6
0
Dallas
Arizona
3
7
0
Central
W
L
8
2
Minnesota
0
Detroit
6
4
0
Tampa Bay
6
4
0
4
6
Green Bay
0
Chicago
2
8
West
W
L
St Louis
8
2 0
New Orleans
7
3 0
Carolina
4' 6 0
Atlanta
3
8 0
San Francisco
3
8
0

Pct.
700
636
600
400
300
Pct.
800
600
600
400
200
Pct.
.800
.703
.400
.273
.273

Sunday, Nov. 19
Detroit at N Y Giants, noon
Buffalo at Kansas City, noon
Tampa Bay at Chicago, noon
Oakland at New Orleans, noon
Arizona at Philadelphia, noon
Indianapolis at Green Bay, noon
Cleveland at Tennessee, noon
Cincinnati at New England, noon
Carolina at Minnesota. noon
San Diego at Denver, 3:05 p.m.
N.Y. Jets at Miami. 3:15 p.m.
Dallas at Baltimore, 315 p.m.
Atlanta at San Francisco, 3:15 p.m.
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh. 7:20 p.m_
OPEN: Seattle
Monday, Nov. 20
Washington at St Louis, 8 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Eastwood boys' basketball improves to 2-0
- The Eativddidid Christian Adademy boys' basketbalUteäftI defeated Grace
Baptist of Madisonville 60-47 Friday at home, advancing Its record to 2-0 on
the young season. Grace fell to 1-1.
The Warriors received double-doubles from Casey Spear (19 points, 11
rebounds) and Clint Stewart (12 points, 11 rebounds). Justin West added 13
points,„five_rebounds_and-three acsists, Sean Ramsay lossed-in_aight points,
three boards and three assists and Trent Cornwell contributed eight points
and three rebounds to go along with his team-high five assists.
ECA will host South Haven of Springfield, Tenn. Nov. 28.

Lassiter scores four in Lady Lions' victory
HENDERSON, Tenn. — Former Calloway COunty High School standout
Tiffany Lassiter scored four points on 2-of-2 shooting from the field as the
Freed-Hardeman women's basketball team earned a 93-76 home win over
Philander-Smith College Saturday.
Lassiter also tallied two rebounds and a steal in 11 minutes of actionfor
the- 1-ady--Lions

Lakers get win
without O'Neal

Lady Racers
rout Family
By MIKE OHSTROM •
Staff Writer
Monika Gadson's 22nd doubledouble of her college career lifted the Murray State women's basketball team to a 86-54 exhibition win over The Family, Inc.
Saturday at the Regional Special
Events Center.
Gadson posted 30 points on 14of-18 shooting and pulled down
14 rebounds with four assists in
the Lady Racers' final tune-up for
the 2000-01 season, which begins
Friday at 4:30 p.m. CST versus
Coppin State in the Best Western
Eagle Classic in Ypsilanti, Mich.
Khadija Head tallied 14 points,
six rebounds and seven assists for
MSU, which outrebounded The
Family 38-25 and made 33-of-61
field goals behind 26 assists against
15 turnovers.
The Lady Racers held the Family to 18-of-50 shooting while collecting 15 steals and forcing 23
turnovers.
"We're just getting started; we
really did a good job of playing
unselfishly and distributing the
ball," said Murray head coach Eddie
Fields, whose squad could not
operate its new triangle offense

against The Family's zone defense.
"We're still back to Square One
with our half-court offense, but at
least we've seen how it works
against someone else. We played
with quite a bit of intensity at
times and our kids gained some
confidence; we took care of the
ball and we played good defense."
Freshman point guard Megan
Fuqua came off the Lady Racer
bench to sink both of her 3-point
shots to finish with eight points
and three steals.
Liz Stansberry had seven points,
three assists, three steals and the
only two blocks of the game, while
Shannon Preston, Denise McDonald and SOCOM Dennis each scored
six points.
MSU sank 15-of-17 free throws,
including its first 12 as both teams
combined to make their first 19
tries from the foul line. The Lady
Racers led 46-34 at halftime.
"Everybody's playing hard and
bringing something to the table,"
said Gadson of MSU's preseason
performances. "It has been good
to have the green light to run and
geetarliaskets, but not everybody's going to let us run, so
we'll need to execute."

Morehead stops Racers in five games
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's volleyball team settled for the sixth
and final seed for the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament after
losing a five-set slugfest to Morehead State Saturday at Racer Arena
Tht Racers -(10-15, 8-8 OVC)
led 14-12 in Game 4 and pulled
even at 12-12 in the final game
but fell, 14-16, 15-7, 10-15, 1715-154.1
C19.41,
8-8), who claimed the No. 5 seed
for the OVC Tournament FridaySunday in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Murray will face No. 3 Eastern Illinois (17-12, 11-5) at 10
a.m. while Morehead will meet
No. 4 Austin Peay State (17-14,
8-8) at 1 p.m. in first-round action
Friday.
In their reguIar-season finale
against Morehead, the Racers
received 84 assists from sophomore setter Chrissy Dabbert, one
dish short of the school's singlematch record and two shy of the
OVC mark.
Dabbert also recorded 12 digs
and three aces, while sophomore
outside hitter Jennifer Trame led
MSU with 26 kills, 28 digs and
two aces.
Freshman outside hitter Carrie
Potthast added 24 kills, 16 digs
and three blocks while junior 'biddie hitter Trena Fish, junior outside hitter Jessica Wood and sophomore outside hitter Sara Schmitt
provided 12, 11 and 10 kills, respectively.
Outside hitter Rachael Neighbors celebrated her Senior Day
match with 17 digs as sophomore
outside hitter Claudia Hubauer
notched 16 digs and three aces

By The AssoKobe is going to
hit the shots," said
ciated Press
Houston's Cuttino
Shaquille
Mobley, who had
O'Neal's sprain
13 points. "That
caused the Los
is who takes the
Angeles Lakers
shots, Kobe and
no pain.
Shag. When you
O'Neal strugmake your shots,
gled for a third
you get in a
straight game, but
rhythm, and that's
Kobe
Bryant
what he did."
scored a seasonIn
other
high 37 points as
games, Orlando
the Lakers ended
beat Golden State
a two-game los105-99 in overing skid with a
time; Sacramento
105-99 victory
KOBE BRYANT
defeated Dallas
over the Houston
109-84; Denver topped the Los
Rockets on Sunday night.
O'Neal, who scored 14 points Angeles Clippers 95-79; and Detroit
and grabbed five rebounds before heat Seattle 101 -92.
fouling out with less than five
minutes remaining, sprained his
right thumb during the game. Xrays were negative and O'Neal
brushed off the injury.
"I was trying to get everybody
else involved so we played an
•New and Used Quality Tires at *Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase
overall better team game, and we
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties
were able to win a game even
though I fouled out," O'Neal said.
"It's vital that we build momentum from this win."
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
Bryant's play got the Lakers
moving in the right direction. He
contributed to a 14-8 spurt at the
start of the third quarter that put
the Lakers ahead by 16.
inc.
"When Shaq is not in the game,
100
Dixieland Shopping Center

and junior outside hitter J.J. Fauer- District III Championships Satur- utes, 57 seconds.
bach notched two aces to go along day, placing 18th in the 28-teams
Sophomore Joe Davis tvas 96th
with nine digs.
national qualifying meet.
with a time of 3352, sophomore
Wood pitched in defensively with
William and Mary won the event Ryan Davis was 112th in 34:14,
14 digs.
with 49 points and North Caroli- junior James Smith was 114th in
Morehead was paced by Carla na State also qualified for the 34:19, sophomore Jeremy Burkeen
Imperatore's 20 kills, Rachell Mess- NCAA Championships Friday in was 121st in 34:33, senior Brian
mer's 46 assists, Tricia Gielow's Ames, Iowa with 59 points. MSU Palmer was 126th in 34:44 and
three aces and-L-M'Shepherd's 30 finished with 511.
sophomore Devin Wilber was 150th
digs.
Junior Jeremy Kirk led the Rac- in 35:50.
Men's Cross Country
ers over the eight-kilometer (fiveMurray State will open its indoor
GREENVILLE, S.C. — Mur- jke___
mile) 9.6
co
course
,runebyyra_itt
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ct
68th in track and field season Dec. 9 at
32 min- Middle__Tennessee State,.
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Murray State University Department of Theatre and Dance
and the Department of Music present...

Ebe trate5 of eniante
or Ebe s,labt of )11 utp
Book by W.S. Gilbert

Robert E. Johnson Theatre
on Murray State University Campus

s Coming—
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TODAY
MEN'S BASKETBAkL
• Worldwide Foreign team vs.
Murray State (exhibition)
RSEC -- 7 pm
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HEAD'S UP...Lady Racer sophomore guard Khadija Head (right)
scored 14 points in Murray State's 86-54 exhibition win
over The Family, Inc. Saturday at RSEC.
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Record-setting day lifts Racers 62-40
•MSU tallies
800 total yards
in blowout win
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
have
affairs
I ligh-scoring
become commonplace when Ohio
Valley Conference rivals Murray
State and Tennessee State meet on
the gridiron.
But the offensive show that
played out on the Roy Stewart
Stadium turf Saturday was nothing short of mind-boggling.
The Racers and the Tigers combined for an amazing 1,377 yards
and 102 points in a contest that
more closely resembled video pinball.
However, Murray's offensive
output proved more prolific as the
Racers piled up an OVC-record
800 total yards in route to a wild
62-40 triumph in the season finale.
A visibly tired Joe Pannunzio
was just happy to survive the
offensive fireworks, which eventually produced a 6-5 record —
the Racers' sixth straight winning
season.
"After we lost to Eastern Illinois, our main goal was to have
a winning season, and we did
that," said Pannunzio, who completed his first season as the head
coach at MSU.
"I felt like that if we could
beat Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee State, then we would have
a good season. And we were able
to do that as well, so I'm proud
of our kids for that."
One thing Pannunzio wasn't as
proud of was his defense, which
allowed the visiting Tigers (2-8,
1-5 OVC) to pile up 577 total
yards — 451 of which came via
the right arm of quarterback Kenton Evans, who found the mark
on 26-of-46 attempts and tossed
four touchdown passes.
"I'm disappointed in the way
our defense played," he explained.
"You can't play that way and
expect to win. We're going to have
to go back to the drawing board
with that."
But the Racer offense made up

RACERS 62, TSU 40
6 14 8 12 — 40
Tennessee St.
20 21 14 7 — 62
Murray St
First Quarter
MSU—Tillman 80 pass from Childress
(pass tailed). 12.28
TSU—Hull 36 pass from Evans (kick
blocked), 9,09
MSU—Byars 65 run (Miller kick), 750
MSU—Valenti 6 pass from Childress
(Miller kick), 5 44
Second Quarter
MSU—Riley 4 run (Miller kick). 14:57
TSU—Hull 45 pass from Evans
(Goodowens kick), 13:19
MSU—Boykins 17 pass from Childress
(Miller kick), 7.59
TSU—Johnson 58 pass from Evans
(Goodowens kick), 6:50
MSU—Linville 2 run (Miller kick), 00.30
Third Quarter
MSU—French 8 pass from Childress
(Miller kick), 10.09
TSU—Brantley 14 pass from Evans (Durden pass), 8:28
MSU—Riley 87 run (Miller kick), 8:02
Fourth Quarter
MSU—Byars 6 run (Miller kick), 14:22
TSU--Durden 31 run (pass failed), 12:54
TSU—Brantley 2 run (pass failed), 8:43
A-4,257

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Comp-Ad-Int
Return Yards
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

MSU
TSU
32
25
53-418
26-126
382
451
26-46-1 24-33-0
38
228
2-1
2-2
12-108 13-111
21:43 3817

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Tennessee St., Jones 11-57, Durden 5-38, Evans 6-19, Johnson 1-4, Jackson 1-4, -Weldon 1-2. Brantley 1-2. Murray
St.. Byars 25-228, Riley 13-125. Linville 1034. Slater 1-25, Rondo 1-7, Freeman 1-2,
Childress 2-(minus 3).
PASSING—Tennessee St., Evans 26-46-1451. Murray St., Childress 23-32-0-367.
Bivens 1-1-0-15.
RECEIVING—Tennessee St. Hull 9-180,
Johnson 8-162, Jackson 3-27, Weldon 234. Durojaiye 1-14, Brantley 1-14, Durden
1-11, Jones 1-9, Murray St., Tillman 7-154,
Boykins 6-87. Slater 2-63, Valenti 2-32,
Linville 2-22, French 2-19, McKee! 1-3,
Byars 1-2, Riley 1-0,

for any deficiencies by the defense,
surpassing the school record for
yards (680 set against TennesseeMartin in 1998).
The Racers' 62 points where
the most ever allowed by a TSU
team in the 88-year history of the
Tiger program.
MSU's 418 rushing yards were
also the most in school history,
breaking the old record of 393 set
against East Tennessee State in
1978.
Sophomore tailback Garner

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

3-2-1 CONTACT...Murray State tailback Mario Riley (2) is corralled by Tennessee State linebacker Jermaine Beale (50) as
lineman Cameron Martin (67) and Clint Parker (74) block on the play. The Racers set a bevy of offensive records in a
62-40 rout of the Tigers in the season finale Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"I was just going to run a lit- and kept us from winning the
"What really got us going was
Byars, a converted defensive back,
earned OVC Offensive Player of the pass to (Tillman)," said Chil- tle screen pass, but all of the OVC, so we really wanted to win
the Week honors by rushing for dress, who moved from fourth to coaches said I should go for a this game. As seniors, we wanted
228 yards on 25 carries, which second on the school's single-sin- big play to break the record," said to go out with a winning record."
Saturday's season finale was the
tied former tailback Justin Bivins gle season passing list with 2,928 Tillman, who totaled 154 yards on
game for 21 Racer seniors.
final
afternoon.
the
for
catches
seven
on
score
to
expected
for the fourth-best performance in yards. "We
"Our seniors mean a lot to me,"
every possession from that point "I just came up with a play that
— ---school history.
I thought we could score on. and Childress said. "I can't tell you
Redshirt freshman quarterback on.
how happy I am that we were
The opening play, which Pan- it worked out for us."
Stewart Childress had 367 yards
to give them a winning seaable
setabout
excited
was
Tillman
call,
Tillman
let
to
agreed
nunzio
His
passing on 23-of-32 attempts.
day included four touchdown pass- was the senior receiver's 146th ting a school record, but felt bet- son ... We've struggled a lot this
es. including an 80-yard bomb to career reception, breaking the old ter about helping his team clinch year, and we could have quit after
the Eastern Illinois game, but
wideout Terrence Tillman on the mark held by former standout Regi- a winning season.
"This game was very important nobody thought about that. We made
Racers' first play from scrimmage. nald Swinton. Tillman's 2,390 yards
That play propelled Murray to also bested Swinton's career recep- to us," he claimed. "Tennessee a point to come out and play hard
State beat us the last two years every game."
tion yardage record.
a 41-20 halftime advantage.

Saints lose Williams to injury
By The Associated Press
It was a bloody Sunday in the
NFL, with some of the league's
biggest stars being sidelined.
New Orleans lost Rickey
Williams with a broken left ankle,
but beat Carolina 20-10. Green
Bay's Brett Favre sprained his foot
in a 20-15 loss at Tampa Bay.
Miami's Thurman Thomas sprained
his knee and was contemplating
retirement, despite the Dolphins'
17-7 victory at San Diego.
And Chicago's Jim Miller, in
at quarterback for the alreadyinjured Cade McNown (separated
shoulder) tore his Achilles' tendon and is gone until next season. The Bears lost 20-3 at Buffalo.
Those injuries spoiled a day of
surprises — Tennessee finally losing at home, to Baltimore 24-23.
snapping a I2-game winning string
at Adelphia Coliseum; San Francisco finding some defense in a
21-7 win over Kansas City; and
Cleveland winning for the third time
this season after only two victories in 1999, by beating New England 19-11.
Also, it was St. Louis 38, the
New York Giants 24; Indianapolis 23. the New York Jets 15:

DOWN AND OUT...Saints'
running back Rickey Williams
is out 6-to-8 weeks with a
broken left ankle.
Minnesota 31, Arizona 14; Philadelphia 26, Pittsburgh 23 in overtime; Seattle 28, Jacksonville 21;
Dallas 23, Cincinnati 6; and Detroit
13, Atlanta 10.
Oakland is at Denver tonight.
Saints 20, Panthers 10
Williams was on pace to earn
a $1 million bonus by rushing for
1,600 yards until his injury, which
will sideline him for 6-8 weeks.
He hit exactly 1,000 yards on the
play on which he was hurt as

New Orleans (7-3) won its sixth
straight.
"It's devastating to me," said
rookie running back Chad Morton, who likely will take over for
Williams. "I feel sick about it right
now. I can't even enjoy this win.
He's our offense."
It was the defense that made
the difference at Carolina (4-6).
Keith Mitchell returned a fumble
90 yards for a touchdown and the
Saints forced five turnovers and
had eight sacks.
Dolphins 17, Chargers 7
Thomas, ninth on the NFL's
career rushing list, said he'll consider retirement if his sprained
right knee requires lengthy rehabilitation. The 13-year veteran, in
his first year with Miami, was
hurt after a 12-yard reception midway through the second quarter
and was on crutches after the
game. He'll have an MR1 on Monday.
Last year, Thomas missed 11
games with a bruised liver.
"This is the second year for
me," Thomas said. "It's a concern
for me if I'm looking at 10 months
of rehab. I might have to consider retirement."
Lamar Smith scored on runs of

Nobody Can Protect Your

HOME

2 and 6 yards and Jay Fiedler
completed his first nine passes for
the AFC East-leading Dolphins (82). San Diego has lost all 10
games this year.
Ravens 24, Titans 23
Al Del Greco, one of the NFL's
most reliable kickers, missed an
extra point, then a 43-yard field
goal on the final play, ending the
Titans' NFL record of 12 games
without a loss at a new stadium.
Trent Dilfer passed to Patrick
Johnson for a 2-yard touchdown,
and Matt Stover's extra point was
the difference. Baltimore (7-4)
broke the Titans' eight-game winning streak.
Tennessee (8-2) went in front
23-17 on an 87-yard interception
return by Perry Phenix with 2:30
left, but Del Greco missed his first
extra point in 229 tries, a streak
that started in 1993.
Rams 38, Giants 24
In a matchup of division leaders, the high-powered Rams (8-2).
even without Kurt Warner and
Marshall Faulk. overwhelmed the
host Giants (7-3). St. Louis had a
decent game defensively, while
Trent Green, subbing for injured
Warner. threw four TD passes and
ran for another.

The Racer Club
will meet on
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HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP) —
With a bag of ice still melting
in the seat around him, Tony
Stewart frantically searched to
find the radio frequency Bobby
Labonte was using during the
Pennzoil 400.
Stewart had something to say.
Tuning the dial up then down,
he struggled to locate his Joe
Gibbs Racing teammate. Finally, after several attempts, Stewart heard Labonte's voice.
Then Stewart chimed in,
"Good job, champ."
Labonte clinched his first Winston Cup Series title with a fourthplace finish Sunday in the
Pennzoil 400 at HomesteadMiami Speedway. He took a victory lap alongside Stewart, who
won the race for the second
straight year.
"It feels great. We've had a
great year and it feels great to
beat the guys we beat like Dale
Earnhardt, Jeff Burton, Dale Jarrett and Jeff Gordon," Labonte
said. "It's just awesome. I can't
really believe it. You start thinking it's going to happen, but
you never know until it's over."
Labonte led two laps Sunday,
allowing him to finish as low
as sixth in the next-to-last race

of the year to capture the title,
which was worth $3 million.
He started third in the 43car field and spent most of the
day running fourth to eighth, often
more than half a lap behind
Stewart. The steady performance
was typical of Labonte, who
his
earned
18th top-five
this
finish
year.
For the second year in a
row, Stewart
won the race
but shared the
spotlight. Last
year it was
with Jarrett;
LABONTE
this time it was
with his teammate.
"It's a great day for Joe Gibbs
Racing," said Stewart, who led
166 of the 267 laps. "For Bobby
to win the championship, I couldn't he prouder of him."
Earnhardt, who began the day
second in the Winston Cup Series
points standings, started 37th and
finished 20th. He dropped one
spot in the standings, falling 19
points behind Burton.
Jeremy Mayfield took second,
4.5 seconds behind Stewart.
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Labonte falls in
Pennzoil 400 claims
Winston Cup title
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